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QUEST FOR MADNESS

LOVE THE LONG BALL
BASEBALL TOPS B-CC

Men's hoops aims to make another March run

- SEE SPORTS, A7

7 PLAYS, 7 DAYS
AT UCF THEATRE
- SEE the indie, INSIDE

- SEE SPORTS, A7
.
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Support grows for mandatory· health insurance
Studies: 10 percent to 30 percent of
students on college campuses uninsured
LIZA LOWE
Contributing Writer

A growing number of college students, already burdened with hefty
expenses, are facing another cost as colleges across the country begin requiring
tindergraduates to carry health insurance.

The University of CoQllecticut mandates health insurance, and Ohio State
University and Montana State University have also decided it's a good idea All
10 of California's state universities have
also taken the plunge.
At this point, UCF has no such plan
in effect. Students pay a health fee of
$6.60 per credit hour per semester,

which covers unlimited yisits to the Stu- expand. However, it would probably
dent Health Center and access to vari- require Board of Trustees' approval and
ous peer education and wellness servic- possibly even legislative authorization"
es.
UCF has an optional insurance plan
Larry Bridgham, associate director of through ·the Chesapeake Life Insurance
business and financial services for Stu- Co., which offers students a high and
dent Health Services, speculates that low cost option The low option, which
implementation of a mandatory health costs $885 for a year of coverage,
insurance program at UCF would be . requires a deductible of $500. The high
feasible.
option reduces the deductible to $100
·~ similar program would work at
but increases the annual cost to $1,250.
UCF," Bridgham said. "It's already in
The majority of the nation's public
effect for internatiobal. students, so we universities, like UCF, leave the decision
have the capability and resources to about health insurance up to students.

U.S. insurance firm Aetna reported that .
undergraduates and college graduates
make up 10 percent of the total number
of uninsured Americans.
Studies also show that 10 percent to
30 percent of college students on any
given campus are uninsured and often
find themselves deep in debt when they
are afflicted with a severe illness or
involved in any sort of serious accident.
Many university administrators are
observing an increase in the dropout
PLEASE SEE
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AIDS a
•

growing

threat to

blacks
Men on the 'down
low' put women at
risk with disease
MARIANNE HAY£S
ContributingWriter

The National AIDS Conference, held
Tuesday in Philadelphia, conveyed the
message that AIDS in America is mostly
a black disease.
Phil Wilson, executive director of the
Black AIDS Institute, encouraged the
black community to face the AIDS epidemic head on
"Rather than play the blame-andshame game, we must support every
segment of our community," Wilson
said.
The Black AIDS Institute also reported that black women account for about
72 percent of all new HIV/AIDS cases in
the United States. The New York Times
and the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention reported that one-third of
young black men who have sex with
other men are HIV-positive. They say
that 90 percent of them are unaware of
their infection
"Some men are making choices with
their own bodies that, in turn, affect the
unsuspecting women in their lives,'' said
Kim Calhoun, 20, a black UCF journalism
student.
The widespread aftliction of AIDS has
often been attributed by some to be the
result of black men engaging in promiscuous behavior deemed as "down low."
The term refers to men who carry on
heterosexual relationships while also
engaging in homosexual behavior on.the
side.
It has evolved over the past few years

COURTESY ROBERTSNOW

Jeremy Anderson and the UCF Surf Team were pleasantly surprised when Ron Jon Surf Shop came to them out of nowhere and offered them $20,000- possibly the largest collegiate surf team sponsorship in the nation.

ASHLEY BURNS
Ma·naging Editor

Surfers dream of the perfect wave.
They dream of catching a huge swell and riding
it as if they were one with the ocean Most often,
they'll end up searching for that perfect wave their
entire lives. In the meantime, they'll have to settle
for something else.
, The UCF Surf Club had q dream of another sort
.come true this past Monday when it received a
$20,000 sponsorship from Ron Jon Surf Shop. The
sponsorship is the largest among any Florida collegiate surfteam and is believed to be the largest in the

nation
·~s part of our effort to support local surfers, Ron
Jon Surf Shop is pleased to be a sponsor of the UCF
surf team," Ron Jon Surf Shop President Ed Moriarty said in a press release. "In the past, the team, like
many of its competitors, was responsible for raising
its own entry fees and travel costs, and members
had to provide their own equipment. Now,they can
just concentrate on surfing and competing as a
team" ·
The sponsorship means that Ron Jon Surf Shop
picks up the cost on the team's brand new custommade surfboards and wet suits. The Florida-based
surf retail company is also paying for the team's trav-

el costs and tournament entry fees. Prior to the sea- ·
son, the team received all new boards and suits,
something that the team's captain, Jeremy Anderson, says is an absolute blessing.
"It's absolutely huge," Anderson said. "It goes
from last year pulling off fundraisers to just being
able to go to a contest and not worry about funding.
It makes us all a little more relaxed."
Relaxation is key for a surfer, but so is the quality
ofnew equipment. Some of the team's members had
_b een using the same boards for a long time.
"Money's pretty tight, so having new equipment
PLEASE SEE
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Diversity source of
strength for Senate

Blackjournalist speakS on
·desegregation then, now
•

I

Hunter-Gault recalls
personal exp~rience
as school pioneer
MEAGAN JOHNSON
Contributing Writer

World-renowned journalist Charlayne Hunter-Gault spoke at UCF on
Tuesday night in the Pegasus Ballroom as part of a two-year project
focusing on the landmark U.S.
Supreme Court case Brown v. Board
of Education of Topeka.
At the event "Brown v. Board: A
Personal Reflection," Hunter-Gault
spoke of her experiences with segregation, apartheid issues in Africa and
the importance of humanism.

Commenting on the welcome
statements of President John C. Hitt,
she began stressing the importance of
dealing with the question of race in
order to succeed in society.
The historic court decision in the
school desegregation case was rendered while she was in elementary
school.
Inspired by Brenda Starr, a childhood comic character, and the supporting words of her mother, "dreams
propel ambition." Hunter-Gault pursued her desire to become a news
reporter. With a dream of success,
Hunter-Gault became involved in a
defining moment in the civi~ ·rights
movement.
Due to lack of funding foi: black
schools, students were given ancient
PLEASE SEE
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MARK JUSTICE
Staff Writer
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CNN reporter Charlayne Hunter-Gault, left, was the first
black woman admitted to the University of Georgia.

The 37th SGA Senate has seen its
fair share of diversity among senators
who were elected to represent the
melting pot of students at UCF.
· While presiding over the Senate
floor, Speaker Sean Lavin has seen
impeachment affidavits and listened
to heated arguments that often lead to
the removal of senators.
Although past speakers haven't
seen as much controversy, Lavin said,
"Nobody has seen a Senate with so
much diversity. I don't mind a little
debate in exchange for this essential
diversity existing within our Senate.
It's the reason our Senate is so capable
of serving and accurately representing
the students."

Current studerit student body Vice
President and President-Elect Willie
Bentley Jr. said that he is very happy
about the Senate's diversity and
agreed with Lavin that it allows for a
more accurate reflection of the student body.
The Senate offers more in terms of
diversity than a group with differing
opinions. Sen. Aida Latorre views herself as a representative of the university and female population at UCF.
Latorre said that although females
may not be the loudest group, they
nonetheless "play an important role

and are very involved."

·

Many, including Latorre, credit the
forming of United UCF with bringing
so much diversity to the Senate this
.

PLEASESEE UNITED ON
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Around Campus
News and notices for
the UCF community

Future names new editor
Ashley Burns; longtime
sports editor for the Future, has
been named interim managing
editor while the search to fill
the newsroom's top position
continues.
In his new role, Burns, a junior journalism major, will oversee all aspects of the news and
opinion
sections.
Andy
Vasquez, a senior liberal studies major and sports reporter
for the Future, has been named
interim sports editor.
Applications for paid positions as managing editor and
sports editor are currently
being accepted. Both positions
require well-organized student ·
journalists with exceptional ·
news judgment and the talent
to write, edit and manage a staff
of other student journalists at
the Future, which publishes
twice weekly during spring and
fall semesters and once a week
during the summer. The managing editor is eligible for pay
up to $1,000 per month. The
sports editor is eligible for pay
up to $500 per month.
Unpaid entry-level positions as news and sports
reporters are also available
immediately.
· E-mail inquiries and brief
letters of introduction to Newsroom Manager Dana DeLapi at
newsroom@ucfnews.com.

Badge of pride
The UCF Panhellenic Council will celebrate International
Badge Day from 11 am. to 2 p.m.
Monday in front of the Student
Union.
Chapter members will provide recruitment information.
For more information, contact Evelyn Torres at 407-4964385.

Fight measles
The American Red Cross
will host a Measles Initiative
event to finish off the Measles
Week campaign from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. today in front of the Student Union.
A table will be set up to sell
pins and bracelets to raise
money for vaccinations.
For more information, email Sara Rigg at RedCrossUCF@centralfl-redcross.org.

Fan of art
The UCF Library will host a
lecture and reception at 11 a.m.
Monday in Room 223 to celebrate art professor Walter
Gaudnek's 35 years of service to
the university. For information
or to RSVP, call 407-823-2576.

Clarification
A Feb. 28 article, "Bird
almost became UCF mascot,"
stated that Vincent the Vulture
can be viewed weekdays in the
library's special collections
room. Due to renovations, however, visitors must make an
appointment to see Vmcent by
calling 407-823-2576 or e-mail
speccoll@maii.ucf.edu.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Tuesday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Art inspired by tragedies
Playwright portrays a young man in play derived from police shootings
MARILYN MANNO
Contributing Writer

UCF students and professors
stirred anxiously in their seats
Tuesday as they awaited the
arrival of a very special guest.
In honor of Women's History Month, UCF's Women's
Studies Program presented
Loma Littleway, an accomplished playwright, director and
actress. Littleway, a theater professor at Queens College in
New York, was expected to give
a reading of two different plays
as part of a presentation called
"Black Theatre as Art for Social
Change:'·
'We can talk about it in textbooks, but there's nothing like
seeing an artist in person," said
Lisa Logan, director ofWomen's
Studies, before joining the audience of eager students and professors.
"Good morning, world!"
exclaimed a voice from the corner of the auditorium. The restless audience became silent as a
petite black woman strolled
slowly into the room and made
her way to the stage.
She began to read, with
rhythmic inflection, The Last
Dust Track, a play by Laurence
Holder that describes the last
day in the life of Zora Neale
Hurston.
Once she fmished, her captivated audience watched as she
left the stage for a moment and
returned dressed in a hooded
sweatshirt and bandana Her
voice lowered to that of a young
man's as she read a play she had
written about a black teenager
that had been shot by a police
.officer titled Bang!Bang!
"Just me, a script and ya'll."
said Littleway with a smirk after
her performance had ended.
As the founder of the Juneteenth Legacy Theatre in New
York, Littleway juggles teaching
with the 15 plays her theater

company produces annually. Its
mission is to educate and entertain about the black experience
by developing and producing
new and original works about"
that experience and its legacy.
Littleway produces these works
in an effort to promote social
change.
The
inspiration
for
Bang/Bang! came from something that she said "shook her
day:• After hearing of a rash of
civilian shootings by police, she
read a story about a man named
Mike Newbie who had been
shot by a police officer in New
York "That same day I sat down
and wrote the script;• she said.
Her unexpectetl and wellreceived visit to the campus was
the result of a connection to
Belinda Boyd, an associate theater professor at UCF. ·
Back in 1999, Littleway had
produced Boyd's script, Mother
ofCivil Rights, a play about Rosa
Parks.
"I'm enjoying myself," she
said of her first trip to Orlando.
"It's nice to get away from New
York for a little while, especially
since it's being pelted with
snow."
The drop in temperature
over the past few days has left a
nip in the air that has most Central Floridians bundling up, but
to Littleway, it's a tropical vacation. "Oh baby please," she said
with a smile. 'M the greenery,
all the flowers, it's lovely down
here."
Since her arrival last Sunday,
Littleway has toured the UCF
campus, making stops in theater
and cultural diversity classes.
She says that she was "very
impressed" with the college's
programs and accommodations
and has enjoyed meeting with
students and professors.
"I gotta get back soon
though," she said of her trip
MARILYN MANNO/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
back to New York today. "I got Lorna Littleway gives a dramatic reading of The Last Dust Track, a play about the last day of
Zora Neale Hurston's life, Tuesday. ~he came to UCF in honor of Women's History Month.
my own papers to grade."

Police Beat

Assault of vending machine caught on tape
AMBER FOSTER

.,,:;-~

pect. .
Dunng the search
;f,f~ incident,
Caseoolt
UCF police are search- ;~/~"i?J~::11' found a blue crowbar
ing for Orlando residep.t ../If(!(//{§.ii and $167 in Mathis'
' 1 ~~
pants.
· Aaron Mathis, who bonded out of jail after he was
The burglary was caught
allegedly caught breaking into on surveillance tape, which
vending machines in Health was kept as evidence.
and Public Affairs Building II
Once he was at th~ UCF
Saturday at about 4:08 p.m.
police station, Mathis told the
Sgt. Hugh Carpenter saw officers that he was not the
Mathis enter the building and only one robbing the machines.
take money from a vending He also waived his Miranda
machine before exiting toward rights.
the Engineering Building II. He ·
The defendant was charged
requested backup and followed with two counts of burglary to
Mathis.
an unoccupied structure, two
Sgt. John Moore and Officer counts of possession of burglaAdam Casebolt responded, ry tools, two counts of petit
and all three officers pointed theft, two counts of carrying a
their guns at Mathis, as Case- concealed weapon and two
bolt told the defendant to ·put counts of molestation to a
his hands on his head and turn vending machine.
around.
When Carpenter quesCarpenter instructed Math- tioned Mathis, the suspect gave
is to get down on hls knees, and false information and asked to
Casebolt handcuffed the sus- call his girlfriend, Elizabeth
Staff Writer

~~

Williamson.
Williamson and her friend,
Daniel Hitchen, arrived at the
station at approximately 6:50
p.m. and asked to see Mathis.
Sgt. Dale Dennany recognized Williamson from a surveillance tape of a Feb. 6 Health
and Public Affairs Building II
vending machine robbery
involving Mathis. It was not·
clear at press time if
Williamson had been charged
with any crimes.
Dennany
then
asked
Hitchen for his dr·iver's license
and was told that he left it in his
car. The officer accompanied
Hitchen to his car where he
noticed an unlabeled pill bottle
and another pill bottle belonging to David Hernandez.
·Hitchen said he had ·taken
the label off of his prescription
bottle and that David Hernandez was his roommate. He did
not locate his driver's license.\
Dennany checked Hitchen's

<!entral 3=Ioriba 1uture
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record and found that he did
not have a driver's license but
did have a criminal history.
Hitchen agreed to a search
of his car and his person by
Officer Donald Massey.
While waiting for the search
to be fmished, Hitchen asked
Dennany if he· was in trouble.
The officer responded·that he
was not sure yet.
Massey did not find anything other than a car key on
Hitchen, but found another
unlabeled pill bottle in his car.
Hitchen said that he knew it
was illegal to remove the labels
from pill bottles and that he
had prescriptions at home for
the medications.
The bottle contained six
lithium pills (anti-manic
depressive), 10 Lexapro pills
(anti-depressant), seven Sepoquel pills (anti-psychotic) and
nine small white pills thought
to be another anti-psychotic
medication.

Nation &World
Keep current with headlines

you may have missed

Greenspan urges action to fix
Social SecUrity, Medicare
WASHINGTON - Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan urged Congress
Wednesday to move quickly to
fix the financing problems in
Social Security and Medicare,
arguing that delay will only
make the country's budgetary
problems more severe.
Greenspan again endorsed
the key part of President Bush's
Social Security overhaul to set
up private accounts. He said
Congress needed .to do other
things to put Social Security
and Medicare on a more sound
fmancial footing given the '
impending retirement of 78 ·.
million baby boomers.
·
While saying that Congress
should move quickly to consid- •
er possible benefit cuts for
Social Security and Medicare
before the baby boomers begin
retiring, Greenspan, as he did a
month ago, urged a go-slow
approach to setting up Bush's
proposed private accounts.

•

Two Panhandle children safe,
abductorfadng murder charge

•

•

•
•

•
•

ALTHA - Two adolescents

who vanished from a Florida
Panhandle home were found
safe in Mississippi, and their
alleged abductor is facing
charges · of killing his grandmother and wounding a nuinwith a shotgun, authorities said
Wednesday.
An Amber Alert was called
offearly Wednesday for Loretta
· Swearingin, 16, and Jonathan
Sampson, 12. Their mother was
headed for Mississippi to pick
them up, said Calhoun County
SheriffDavid Tatum.
Authorities freed the siblings and arreste<;l the giri's
boyfriend, Edkah Marshall. 19,
without resistance at a motel in
Brookhaven, Miss., where he
was being held on a Florida
murder warrant, Tatum said.
He is facing an open count
of homicide in the death of
Rubi Sampson, who was shot in
the head, at her mobile home in
a rural area south of Altha,
Tatum said. A grand jury or
prosecutors later will decide
the degree of the charge.

U.S.acruses Iran of'cynically' pursuing nudear weapons
VIENNA, Austria - The
United States accused Iran on
Wednesday of "cynically" pursuing nuclear weapons, saying
Tehran's claims that its aims
were peaceful constituted willful deceit and required action
by the UN. Security Council.
Jackie Sanders, chief U.S.
delegate to the International
Atomic Energy Agency board
of governors, also urged North
Korea to scrap its nuclear
weapons program and resume
negotiations. She pushed
Pyongyang to commit to a ''verifiable and irreversible end" to
its nuclear program and to
return to six-party talks.
North Korea "needs to make
a st:J:ategic choice to step off the
dangerous path it has set for
itself," Sanders said as the 35member IAEA board sought
agreement on a statement urging !fie North t<;> return to negotiations and end nuclear
threats.
PLEASESEE
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formerly located on UCF Campus
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Students applaud journalist Charlayne Hunter-Gault as she recounts her experiences in South Africa fighting apartheid and segregation.

.
,.

'Make way for the nigger'
insult fails to deter activist

'J

Al

Johannesburg bureau chief and approach from others and
correspondent, her studies in solely thanked Hunter-Gault
textbooks. "We were happy to South Africa reveal a strong for what she had done for
have something the white peo- similarity between apartheid, blacks, leaving several memple no longer wanted," Hunter- the colintry's institutionalized bers in the audience emotional.
Tavia Record, a junior EngGault said. "They gave us racial discrimination and past
hand-me-down textbooks with Jim Crow laws in America.
lish major, had previously
the pages missing in elemen"In Africa, there is what I attended UGA and was faIDilcall an unapologetic affirma- . iar with Hunter-Gault's story.
tary school."
Not only did blacks have to tive action. South Africa was "I heard a guy had actually
overcome the lack of quality once segregated, but like jumped at her," Record said. "I
materials, but they were forced apartheid, Jim Crow is dead."
know from her story that with
Though apartheid is over, God's help I can accomplish
to walk miles to receive an
education. "Children had to racial injustice continues in a anything."
Takeshia Stokes, a junior
walk past the white schools to country where laws are not
radio and television major and
catch the bus to the black . enforced.
She recalled the story of a E-board member of the
schools on the other side. of
town," she.said.
medical student in Africa "He National Association for Black
In My Place ,is a memoir by was not allowed to even touch · Journalists, felt that HunterHunter-Gault that chronicles the remains of a white cadaver Gault's presence was ·needed
her experiences in becoming unless they were in a jar. Now on campus to inspire other
the first black woman admitted that school is apologetic, even young black women in her
to the University of Georgia in lowering the requirements for field.
·
1961. She and another student blacks to get in."
"To hear her speak is pleaswent through a grueling weekHer intensive work in ing because she is evidence
long court process with the Africa won her a Peabody that with hard work you can do
hopes of making university Award for her work on anything," Stokes said. While
desegregation come true. "The Apartheid's People, a PBS speaking with Hunter-Gault
university wanted to close NewsHour series on life 11 before the event, Stokes was
·given some words of wisdom.
instead of letting two black years ago in South Africa
children in," she said.
She is currently faced with "Don't let NO stop you,"
Within the first week of the issue of a display honoring Hunter-Gault said. "Make
attending school, she was sus- her near dormitories on UGA's yourself unique as possible."
Others weren't as knowlpended for her own protection. campus. The display reads,'
She recalled the riots by other "Make way for the nigger." edgeable about Hunter-Gault's
students who didn't want her Many students are outraged at achievements but were moved
this wall, stating it does not by her speech.
there.
Senior Jessica Hamilton
Hunter-Gault described the honor Hunter-Gault's achievesaid: "It was an eye-opener for
most memorable riot that took ments.
"I am not offended by this me because honestly I didn't
place on the night the UGA
played Georgia Tech in a bas- because when that statement know much about her. She is a '
ketball game. "The cops had was made, I quickly turned to rare inspiration, and · this
t;:iken a break, no one was there look around as to see where moment is rare in itself. To
to help me," she said. "First a the 'nigger' was because I have someone like her here at
brick came through my win- knew that I was not one," she UCF is amazing."
Whether people came for
dow, and next a Coke bottle. I said. She has not requested
extra credit, to be educated or
stood in my room thinking was removal of the statement.
She is grateful for her obsta- entertained, Hunter-Gault prothis what it was like to be in the
cles and achievements. "I have vided true words of encourmiddle of a riot?"
When asked by a student li~ed enough to be able to lis- agement.
She considers her work
how she was able to prevail ten to history, but also to
unfinished. "There are 84 milthrough this, she replied, "I understand it."
After her speech, Hunter- lion people in A!rica, and
was not special, just a part of
·history, putting one foot in Gault opened the floor for someone needs to address the
issues of this country," she said.
questions.
front of the other."
Now working as CNN's
One stu<;ient took a different "That is why I do what I do."
FROM

'Down-low' not easy to prove
FROM

•

'

"

Al

and has recently been put in the
media spotlight. Oprah Winfrey even devoted an entire
show to the phenomenon.
Despite the ·popularity of
the down~low theory, Wilson
insists that there is no real
quantitative data to support the
idea
Ralf Lance, a black UCF
alumnus, feels the down-low
theory has no merit in the
AIDS epidemic.
"I think it's a cultural thing
. more than anything else,"
Lance said "It's not so much a
lack of education in the black
community or the whole
down-low thing. It's more
about how the black community isn't a 'kiss and tell' community. I feel like I am a part of a
culture that is very private
about these things, which
needs to change."
Stephanie Jankowski, an
HIV counselor at REACH Peer
Education, an organization that
encourages students to engage
in low-risk behavior, said communication is the primary key
·in combatting AIDS.
"It's all about communicating," she said "HIV is not specific
.( to one culture. ~t's an infec-

tion that can kill anyone. Testing
students every day, I can tell you
that most of us assume that our
partners use condoms, get tested
and never use injection drugs.
.The problem is that people are
assuming instead of communicating."

Each year, REACH coordinates an event called Block It
Out with a Beat aimed at educating UCF students about
HIV/AIDS in the black cpmmu::nity.
This year's event will be held
March30.
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Bring in any mail with your name and on-campus address by
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Get10% off of a 9 or 12 month contract
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Higher Education
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Grand jury leak pushes football
scandal back into spotlight
DENVER - The University of Colorado football
recruiting scandal was
. shoved back into the spotlight by a secret grand jury
report laced with inflammatory allegations about sexual assaults, slush funds and
marijuana enticements for
blue-chip athletes. The leak
revived calls for the grand
jury report to be officially
made public.
The investigation began
in May after allegations that
the football program used
sex, strippers and alcohol as
recruiting tools.

.\

Student
Spec~cular

Universify president scolds
students for harassing players
PULLMAN, Wash. Washington State University's president has scolded
students for harassing
Cougars basketball players
accused of making insensitive gestures toward an
Asian student.
An employee in the university's Multicultural Center said. the players were
among a group of students
who would regularly pass
by her window and make
animal noises and gestures.
One pulled back the comers
of his eyes to make "slant
eyes," she said.

Millennium Scholarship bill
introduced in Nevada .
CARSON CITY, Nev. .:_
The chairwoman of the
Assembly Education Committee introduced a bill
Tuesday aimed at curbing
the number of college students who get Nevada's
$10,000 Millennium Scholarships.
The scholarships are
available to any Nevada high
school student who gets a
3.0 grade point average.
They are bankrolled by the
state's share of a nationwide
settlement with tobacco
companies. The Millennium
Scrholarship fund may be
dried soon if lawmakers
don't make changes.

Proposed cuts to agriculture
research cause complaints
WASHINGTON - Bush
budget cuts would . hit
important research programs that examine everything from soybeans and
dairy production to cattle
viruses, agriculture school
officials complained to Con- ·
·gress on Tuesday.
The schools use the
money to study both national priorities - food security,
pest control, obesity, waste
management - and local
issues, such as cattle diarrhea in ·Wyoming, dairy
breeding in Pennsylvania
and which pesticides to use
at macadamia nut farms in
Hawaii.

Students to lose grants if
Iowa school is sofd
DES MOINES, Iowa Students at the Roman
Catholic owned Franciscan
University of the Prairies in
Clinton could lose their
state grants if the school is
sold as scheduled, state officials said.
Students at private, nonprofit colleges can receive
-µp to $2,920 in state aid
annually through the grant
program, and more than 130
students at Franciscan now
receive those grants.
The school's president,
said the sisters no longer
can provide the personnel
or money to operate the
school.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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FREE ADMISSION
$1 RIDES
.Aliil•"' for Students (through College)
And Teachers
With School ID

Former women's college
sees rise in applications
AURORA,
N.Y.
Admission
applications
have tripled over last year
and are at their highest
point since the mid-1960s,
according to administrators
at Wells College, a former
all-women's school that is
admitting men next semester for the first time in its
137-year history.
There were 900 applicants for fall admission by
Tuesday's deadline, including 170 men. Last year, the
college received a total of
375 applicants.
Trustees decided in
October to admit male students beginning in fall 2005.
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Two boys catch the spray as a man hoses down a burning car in Ramadi. Conflict erupted after
insurgents detonated a roadside bomb as a U.S. convoy passed. The blast missed the convoy.
FROM A2

Sanders' comments were in
response to an agency update on
Tehran's nuclear record after
more than two years of examination.

Jacksonville officer investigated for
using stun gun on teen
JACKSONViLLE - State
Attorney Harry Shorstein said
Wednesday that excessive force
may have been used by police
officers who used a stun gun on a
13-year-old girl who was uncooperative after they took her into
custody for fighting with her
mother.
The 65-pound girl was handcuffed in the back of a patrol car
Feb. 7 when she was shocked
twice with a 50,000-volt Taser,
according to a Sheriff's Office
report.
Shorstein said an internal
investigation is underway.

Jackson's attorney hints singer will
testify in own defense
SANTA MARIA, Calif. Michael Jackson's attorney
strongly hinted that the singer
would tal<e the stand to rebut
allegations that he molested a 13year-old recovering cancer
patient
Thomas Mesereau Jr.'s opening statement Tuesday came just
before jurors got their first look at

Science Spotlight
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

A UCF professor is ready to
move on to hunian trials to test
the anthrax vaccine he · has
"safely and cleanly" developed
in tobacco plants.
Just last week, Henry Daniell,
a professor in the Burnett College of Biomedical Sciences and
the founder of biotechnology
company Chlorogen, was
informed by the National Institute of Health that 100 percent
of the mice he vaccinated survived after exposure to the
anthrax toxin.
"This is the first animal study
successfully done [using plantproduced anthrax vaccine], and
we are ready to move on to
human trials," Daniell .said.
Anthrax is a Category A disease, according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, because of its easy transmission, high mortality and
social disruption. It is also one
of the commonly used bioterrorism agents.
Currently, there is only one
company in the United States
tha~ produces the anthrax vaccine, directly from the bacterium Bacillus anthracis. However,
the company does not have a
large supply of the vaccine, and
some of its batches have been
contaminated with the anthrax
toxin.
Daniell and his team have
come up with a solution for
both problems. ''We cloned [the
desired] gene from the [anthrax
bacterium] and put it in tobacco
plants," Daniell said. The team

Jackson's accuser and his family
by viewing the documentary Living Wzth Michael Jackson. It features the singer holding hands
with the boy and explaining that
there is nothing sexual about his
occasionally sharing his bedroom with children.
Twice in his opening statement Mesereau hinted at what
jurors would hear from Jackson:
''Michael will tell you one time he
got a very bad feeling at Neverland,'' Mesereau said at one point,
referring to an incident with the
accuser's family at his estate.
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All your favorite food, exhibits,
animals, entertainment and rides are back!
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Topeka votes to keep law barring
disaimination against gays

•

TOPEKA, Kan. - A minister
known for picketing the funerals
of AIDS victims failed in his
attempt to repeal a Topeka ordirumce that prohibits discrimination against homosexuals in
municipal hiring.
Rev. Fred Phelps Sr. was
undaunted after voters upheld
the anti-discrimination measure
Tuesday and publicly dared the
City Council to enact another,
broader ordinance.
'
In final, unofficial results, 53
percent, or 14,285, opposed the
repeal effort, while 47 percent, or
12,795, voted for the repeal Had it
passed, the measure also would
have blocked future efforts to
reinstate such a law for 10 years.

•
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then grew the plants, extracted
the proteins and purified the
anthrax vaccine, which was
then injected into mice. According to NIH tests, all the mice
dev~loped enough immunity to
survive exposure to the actual
toxin.
Another
advantage
of
Daniell's research is production
of large quantities of anthrax
vaccines. The team inserts the
desired genes into an organelle
of the plant cell called a chloroplast. Each cell has roughly
10,000 chloroplasts, "so in
essence, we're putting 10,000
copies of the gene per cell,1' he
said. One acre of tobacco plants
has the capability of producing
roughly
400,000 . million
anthrax vaccines, "which is
more than enough for the entire
-U.S. population," Daniell said.
Daniell also believes that
plant-based vaccines can be
marketed at a fraction of the
price of today's vaccine because
there will be no need for ,some
of the expensive vaccine production steps.
. Other research teams have
also tried producing vaccines in.
plants like the potato, but "not
many people are willing to eat a
raw potato," Daniell said jokingly.
Instead, his team studies carrots and is optimistic in developing cheap edible vaccines from Hepatitis C to edible
insulin - that can be marketed
to developing countries, which
are usually in dire need of such
vaccines.
Daniell hopes to start Phase I
human trials of the anthrax vaccine "in the near future" and
foresees a global market for this
tobacco-I>roduced vaccine.

SCHOLARSHIPS
·The UCF Alumni Association awards
more than $40,000 in scholarships
each year to current full-time students.
Stop by the UCF Alumni Association
office in the Research Pavilion ( 12424
Research Parkway, Suite 301) to pick
up an application or visit our Web site
at www.ucfalumni.com and click on
"Alumni Connection" then
'~Scholarships" to download an
application.
The deadline to apply is
March 31, 2005'.
Questi~ns?

Call (407) UCF-ALUM or
e-mc;iil knights@ucfalumni.com.
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Contributing Writer

About 350 UCF students
will dance the night away in the
ninth annual Dance Marathon,
pledging to stay awake
throughout the night to raise
money for the Children's Miracle Network
From 10 am. Saturday until
10 a.m. Sunday at the Recreation and Wellness Center, participants will be on their feet
for the philanthropy.
Participants include students from various clubs,
including Greek lettered organizations, LEAD Scholars and
Honors Congress. Each student
is required to stay awake for the
full 24 hours but not required to
dance for that length of time.
The Dance Marathon staff
plans to provide a host ofentertainment venues.

"XL 106;7 will be there to
give out prizes," said Tara O'Ke- .
effe, director of Dance
Marathon. "There will also be
video games, a bounce house
and a luau at 12 am."
The Orlando Magic dancers
will perform and teach dance
routines to those who do want
to dance. Rukus, UCF's hip-hop
dance team, will also be on
hand to encourage dancers.
Food will also be available
for participants. O'Keeffe said
she and event organizers invited a host oflocal eateries to join
the event to ensure that partici.pants can eat every four hours.
Panera Bread, Bubbalou's
Bodacious Bar-B-Que, Domino's Pizza and TooJay's are just
. some of the food suppliers for
this event.
"Most of the food was
donated, but the rest was given
to us at a discount," O'Keeffe

said.
All proceeds are given to
Arnold Palmer Hospital for
Children and Women in Orlando and Shands Hospital at the
University of Florida Families
benefiting from this cause will
also be on hand to share their
stories and thank those participating in the event.
Last year, Dance Marathon
raised more than $27,000 for
the children's research hospitals in the state. Event organizers expect this year's Dance
Marathon to surpass last year's
donation amount.
Dance Marathon remains
UCF's single largest studentrun philanthropy event, with
more than 100 student volunteers.
It cost $10 an hour for people ,
to stop by and mingle with the
participants, and there is also a
free viewing area

, ·College applicants could be
out of luck with no insurance
FROM
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rate of uninsured students faced
with large medical expenses.
Supporters maintain that
requiring insurance coverage
would help retain the enrollment of students who would
otherwise be forced to drop out
due to medical expenses. It
would also help to keep formerly uninsured students free of
ridiculously large. mediCal bills
and reduce the amount of costs
that the university is often
forced to absorb.
UCF students aren't too
fazed by the mandatory health
insurance issue. Many undergraduates· are still insured
through their parents.
Senior Rachel Becker, 21,
thinks UCF could possibly do
uninsured students a favor by
requiring insurance.
"I'm on my mother's insurance plan that she gets from her
employer. As long as I'm a student, I am co:vered," she said. ''.As
for uninsured students, if the
university could find a cheap or
discounted plan for those who
aren't on their parents' plan or
don't have a job which provides
one, that could be quite helpful
to a lot of people."
The main concern of opponents to mandatory insurance is
that adding health insurance to
the ever-increasing cost of the
total college experience will discourage enrollment in the first
place.
Zach DiGiovanni, 18, sees a
potential problem with mandatory health insurance. Although

"I would have
seriously been
looking into
alternate
schools."
- ZACH DIGIOVANNI, 18
ON COLLEGES THAT DON'T
ACCEPT STUDENTS WITHOUT·
HEALTH INSURANCE

he is insured now, he says that
when he was applying to UCF,
his family did not have the
means to be insured.
"I would have seriously been
looking into alternative schools"
had UCF required insurance
coverage at the time ofhis application, the freshman said. "In
my opinion, the university
should take cases like my former
one into consideration if they
ever plan on making this a
requirement."
The Student Health Center is
where many students go when
they have a minor afilictions.
The health fee covers a regular
checkup, but any additional
tests cost extra
Sophomore
Megan
Wtlliams, 20, is one ofthose who
experienced extra fees during
an appointment.
"I had to get blood work done
on one visit and it cost over $50;'

- ·-· ·- - - - - .

CONSTRUCTING CAREERS
AROUND PURPOSED LIVES \

Dance marathon kicks off
this weekend for the kids
JANESSA SMITH

J
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Applying short one hour sessions to investigate how to build
careers and lives based upon lasting purposes. Presentations from
experienced professionals from various areas of business and industry.
The sessions will be
held from 6:30 PM til
7:30 PM on succesive
Thursday.evenings.

' One Hour Sessions Focused on
What to Build Your Career On.

Located in the right ·
hand meeting room
located with the
Perkins Restaurant
.located 2 blocks west
of Alafaya and
University at 11662
University Boulevard.
(Free of charge)
For More Info.

407-736-5331
321-277-1128

Wtlliams said.
DiGiovanni has never been
to the Student Health Center.
Neither has 20-year-old sophomore J~e Albers. Both say they
could have visited when they
were sick but decided to tough it
out with over-the-counter medicine instead.
Becker likes the campus clinic because she can get good
deals on prescriptions.
"It's much cheaper to get prescriptions at the health center
rather than the Publix pharmacy;• Becker said.
Senior David Margolis, 23, is
still covered under his parents'
insurance as well. .He said his
use of the health center
"depends on the problem." ·~
$10 co-pay is usually.all I owe,
. thanks to my parents' insurance," he said.
However, uninsured students aren't that luc;ky.
Bridgham estimates that a trip
to the health center for a student
without insurance who needs a
prescription costs about $50.
Before adopting its new policy, officials at Ohio State University were appalled to learn
that uninsured students owed
the school $600,000.
In Norfolk, Va, a student at
Old Dominion University
incurred $100,000 in medical
bills after a car accident. Jenny
Foss, director of health services
at ODU, is in favor of mandatory insurance. "Students can take
care of their car repairs," Foss
told the Associated Press. "But
they may not be able to take care
of their injuries."

Enroll at Troy University to earn your
MSCP, MED, MSM, MSHRM or MPA Now
registering at the Orlando C~pus.
• Graduate degrees on-site through
convenient ni.ght and weekend slasses
• Affordable tuition (VA, TA
and Finan~ial Aid also accepted)
• Earn your degree faster - 5 teqns; per
year
• 100o/o ONLINE undergraduate courses and
degrees available
-,
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(813) 258-7409
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BUSINESS
THE UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA
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10:30 a.m.
~

E-mail:

~

Sykes Coll~ge of. Business, room 134

mba@ut.edu

~

Web site: mba.ut.edu

'

~

Full-lime Day Program - get your degree in 16 to 24 months
~ Graduate assistantships available for qualified full-time MBA candidates - ·
tuition waiver and $1500 stipend each semester
~Tuition advantage for out-of-state and international students
~ Seven specialized concentrations -·Accounting, Finance,

Entrepreneurship, Information Systems Management,
International Business, Management, and Marketing
~ PersonaJ attention from faculty and staff
~ Accredited by AACSB International ·

The Uniwrsity Of

TAMPA

___________________________________....

John H. Sykes College of Business ~ 401 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606-1490
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New boards and
suits included in
big sponsorship
were trying to get back more
into· the core surf market. By
supporting the surf team, they
makes a difference. It's like a wanted to show that they care
baseball player with a new bat. It about local schools."
has more pop in it."
While the team is obviously
As far as how the sponsor- proud of this achievement,
ship came about, that was some- Anderson and hiS 26 teammates
what of a mystery to the team. are not letting it get to their
They found out about the spon- heads.
sorship a few weeks befote the
''At first, you're pretty excited, .
season began, but the members but for the most part we realize
never approached Ron Jon Surf that we're really fortunate to
Shop prior to that.
have Ron Jon behind us," Ander"It actually came out of left son said. "We definitely don't
field," Anderson said. "It was a take it for granted, and you don't
complet_e surprise. We had no want to rub it in the other
idea that [Ron Jon Surf Shop] schools because last year we
was even interested. · Right were in their spots. They look at
before the semester started, our us as something to look up to, for
school sponsor,approached us. · something they can achieve
Apparently he knew about it a soon. It's going to help us all out."
few weeks ahead of time· after
The team colildn't be any
discussing it with Ron Jon. He happier with the timing of this
asked if it was okay with us. donation. Many Florida beaches
After we heard the plan, we fig- are still unavailable to the public
ured you really couldn't go due to last year's onslaught of
wrong with it."
·
hurricanes. The lack of quality.
. AsforwhyRonJonSurfShop beaches has put a damper on
chose UCF, Anderson said, college surf'competition and has
"They explained to us that they corralled Florida competitions
FROM

Al

COURTESY ERIK VALIND

Andrew Bennardo, one of e members of the UCF Surf Team's A-squad, is one of the 27 surfers who will benefit from the team's unprecedented $20,000 sponsorship from Ron Jon Surf Shop.

to Bethune Beach, south of New
Smyrna Beach. Anderson said it
has been the only option for not
just his team but also for every
collegiate team in Florida The
team will compete at Bethune
twice in the upcoming weeks.

One thing the sponsorship
gives is the chance to travel and
compete in to~ents on distant beaches. For instance, while
not so distant, the team heads to
the Sebastian Inlet for the East
Coast Championship on April 2.

After that, the team Will com- the top five California teams.
"There'll definitely be a lot
pete at Salt Creek in Dana Point,
Calif., for the National Champi- better waves than in Florida,"
onship. Anderson is positive Anderson said. "Even though
about his team's chances and . the water's colder, it's definitely
believes this UCF squad has good for the team to have better
what it takes to compete with waves.
,.

•
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United UCF created to help
.spread diversity in groups
FROM

•
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year. "I'm happy to hear of the
forming of United UCF," she
said "It did a good job of representing all of the groups on
campus."
Lavin said United UCF was
"formed to ensure a diverse representation in Senate by becoming a chorus of the many voices
on campus and make possible
the outstanding legislative
branch we have today."
Lavin, who was instrumental
in founding United UCF last
year, said that the party was
"born out of a need to free the
students ofUCF from a student
government which offered little
diversity and poorly represented the melting pot of individuals
that is UCF."
Since its founding, United
UCF has grown into a powerful
political force on campus. Bentley, who was the candidate United UCF supported in last week's
presidential elections, won by
an unprecedented 68 percent.
"Garnering more than 68
percent of the vote just goes to
show students stand in firm
support of an SGA that embodies United UCF's founding principles of including everyone's
voice," he said

"'.
Student Government Senate Allocations
01/01/05 to 01131105
Bill#

Organization Name

Office Supplies
FA037-27
Pre-Veterinary Society

Registration
CRT37-23
CRT37-24
CRT37-25
CRT37~26

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Student body President-elect Willie Bentley Jr. was endorsed by United UCF this year.

'With United UCF standing
behind Bentley's overwhelming
victory, SGA has changed for
the better," Lavin said. "We've
established a foundation of
experience, integrity and vision
that student leaders will continue to strive for."
Many feel strongly that the
diversity of this year's Senate is
reflected in the programs they .
have endorsed, sµch as funding
for the Army ROTC to hold a
Military Ball, a trip to study
Everglades preservation and
consideration of a bill that
would allow the National Orga-

nization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws to attend a conference in California
Although the sharply contrasting opinions of senators
appeared to be counterproductive at first, it is this diversity
which students now consider
the Senate's greatest strength.
Lavin compares the influence of
United UCF on SGA to that of
our founding fathers on the
shaping of America and is "optimistic" about the possibilities
offered by the future of UCF's
first major political party and a
increasingly diverse SGA

CRT37-27
CRT37-28
CRT37-29
CRT37-30
CRt37-3 I
CRT37-32
CRT37-33
CRT37-34
CRt37-35
CRT37,36
CRt37-37
CRT37-38
CRT37-39
CRT31-40
CRT37-41
CRT37-42
CRT37-43
CRT37-44
CRT37-45
CRT37-46
CRT37-47
CRT37-48
SB37-04
SB37· I 9
SB37-22

Roben Grasse I
UCF Students for Life
Murat Balci
Michelle Dragovich
Nie Bencuz
· Deborah Diaz Granados
Debate C lub
Pi Tau Sigma
The Pull
Edie Gaythwaite
Daniel Siegel
Moshe Feldman
Student Athletic Trainers Organization
Josh Wheeler
Rachel Navarre
Luke Donohoo
Katie Troutman
Erin A lexandcr
Christopher Mcfarlane

Kathryn Chuppctto
Pravceta .Panday
Veronica Rodriguez
Keri Boyce
1lospitality Assn
Adam VcrCammen
Brandon Barton
Soc of Automotive Engineers ,
Jewish St Union/Hillel
P.E. Majors Cl ub

..

Amount

Purpose
Office Supplies and Business Cards
Total
Qffice Supplies
National Mtg of Populat Culture (San Diego)
American Collegians for Li fc conference
· IEEE lnlemationul conference - Philadelphia
Emerging Adulthood Conforeuce (Miami)
S!OP Conference Los Angeles, CA
SlOP Conference Los Angeles, CA
Stetson Univ - US Model Senate
Convention - C lemson, SC
Southern Graphics Council International
lnt'I Conf on College Teaching and Learning
ISP! lnt'I Conference - Vancouver. Canada
Soc for lndustial & Org Psych c<>nference - LA
Athletic Training Student Workshop -Atlanta
American College Personnel Assn. conf - Nashville
American College Personnel Assn conf- Nashville
American College Personnel Assn conf - Nashville
Ga. Southern Univ. Sport Management conference
Ga. Southern Univ. Sport Management conference
Ga. Southern Univ. Sport Management conference
On. Sou them Univ. Sport Mat'lagem~m conference
Ga. Somhern Univ. Spurt Manttgemenl conference
Ga. Southe·rn Univ. Sport Management conference
Ga. Southern Univ. Spon Management conference
C lub Mgrs Assn of America conf- New Orleans
CNBAM conforence - New Orleans
Southeastern Ecology & Evolution conf. Athens, GA
3 Mini Baja and L Formula competition
Annual Spitzer Forum on Public Policy - Washing ton
Attend conforence in Jekyll lslund, GA
Tota!
Regislration

$100.00
$100.00
$250.00
$750.00
$250.00
$250.00
-$]37.00
$228.25
$560.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00.
fl $250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
S90.00
$90.00
$90.00
$75.00
$75.00
$75.00
$75.00
$75.00
$75.00
$75.00
$930.00
$67.50
$181.00
$12,486.67
$3,001.00
$0.00
$22,986.42

>

)

Senate Working Fund

FA037-26
FAOJ7-29,
FA037-30
FA037-3 l
f A037-32

SWAT(St Wellness AdvocaieTeam)
African Association
Forensic Science Assn
Expressive Arts Club
SGA .L egislative Br-•nch

Promotional towels
Spring Barbecue and game night
Spring m~etin gs interpreter
Orlan~o fringe Festival
Food for meeting
Total
Senate Working Fund

$1,000.00
$700.00
$1,000.00
$368.00
Sl,000.00
$4,068.00

Speakers
FA037-28

Collegiate Percussive Arts society

Gue~!

$1,000.00
S!,000.00

Speakers
Total

Speakers

·;;Cfusic G MAZDA EAST 401-681-2222
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~ $500 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE:
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We'll lay a n extra $500 on you toward the purchase of any exhilarating new Mazda, as
long as y~u'll graduate within the next six months or two years (depending on degree
program)- or you have graduated within the past two. And that's even on the all-new
MAZDA3. The car that delivers so much for so little, it'll make you rethink what's possible.
407-681-2222 • crogers@classicmazda.com •HWY 436 BETWEEN
COLONIAL DRIVE & UNIVERSITY BLVD NEXT TO CLASSIC NISSAN
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Basketball down tO the brackets
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BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

If the Knigits hope to make it back to The Big Dance for the second straight year, Gary Johnson and his Knights will have to maneuver through a tightly contested A-Sun tournament. All eight teams in the tournament finished within three games of one another in the regular-season standings.

Men's hoops has a tough road ahead if it hopes to repeat in A-Sun tournament
ANDY VASQUEZ

A-Sun.
otJanuary and the early part of
UCF won nine of"its last 10 February. Just when Rose and
games, including eight of nine . Bakanowsky returned to the
From day one of the 2004- in the conference to finish in a lineup, one of the team's key
2005 season, the UCF men's tie for first with Gardner- leaders, !)enior Marcus Avant,
basketball team's goal has been Webb. The Knights also won went out with an injury.
to make it to the NCAA Tour- their last five straight, despite
Avant has been a defensive
nament. Its only opportunity to playing short-handed since prese,nce for the Knights since
do that will come this week at _ mid January.
he put ori the.black and gold in
the Sun Trust A-Sun Champi~·we just try to play our best
2003, but this year he stepped
onship.
basketball at this time of year." up as an offensive weapon, as
If UCF can win the three UCF Coach Kirk Speraw said. well. Over a four-game stretch,
games required to clinch the A- · "I think that is the reason for he averaged nearly 15 points
Sun tournament, it will head to our success ... Usually at this per game and shot nearly 40
the field of 65 in the NCAA point of the year, we are play- · percent from beyond the arc
Tournament for the second ing as well as we have at any for the season.
straight year.
On St'tnday, Avant said that
point in time of the season."
Coming into the tournaThe Knights went without he hopes to be back for at least
ment, the Knights are unques- juniors Justin Rose and Will part of the conference tournationably the hottest team in the Bakanowsky throughout most ment, but_his status remains in
Sports Editor
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"It's going to
be the same it
has been all
•
year 1n
our
league, not
much margin
for error."
- UCF COACH KIRK SPERAWON THIS
WEEK'S A-SUN TOURNAMENT

USA next season. Despite
being one of the top seeds this
week, it will be a big challenge
for the Knights to come out on
top.
"It's going to be the same it
has been all year in our
league," Speraw said. "Not
much margin for error. Anyone
can beat anybody else in a particular ballgame ... I think that
this is going to be a knockdown drag-out tournament."

FIRST ROUND MATCHUP
UCF is a No. 2 seed in the
tournament because GardnerWebb held the tiebreaker
PLEASE SEE

PARITY ON A8

This crazy league has legs, baby

Power surge

I'll be dead honest; I
thought Monday'.s column
was the dumbest thing I've
· ever written.
It was mainly an inside
joke for me and the six guys
in my And One dart league,
but I was taken aback by the
positive response. Even when
I'm trying to be dumb, I'm
still brilliant. Pretty funny,
huh?
'
Anyway, this league has
already doubled in three days
with the additions of hot new
talent like Roy "The Mad

for baseball
at Bethune
Back-to-back homers propel
baseball to a 9~2 victory
JEFF SHARON
StaffWriter

Power hitting has not been one of the staples
ofUCF baseball this year, but that can change. It
may have started changing Tuesday night at a
windy Jackie Robinson Ballpark in Daytona
Beach, as the Knights rode back-to-back homers
by Ryan Bono and John-Michael Howell to a 9-2
victory over I-4 rival Bethune-Cookman.
Junior starter Ray Rodriguez pitched in on the
fun, throwing a career-high seven and two-thirds
innings of solid ball, giving up just two runs (one
earned) on four hits, striking out four Wildcats.
Rodriguez continues to make a solid case for a
spot on the weekend rotation, as he retired 11
straight at one point en route to his third victory
in as many starts.
UCF got on the board in the top of the first on
an RBI single by Ryan Bono. After B-CC broke
through to tie the game in the third, Rodriguez
buckled down, starting his streak of retiring 11
Wildcats in a row. Meanwhile, the Knight bats
heated up.
In the fourth, the Knights loaded the bases

question.
"I am continually worried
about it," Speraw said. "You do
not take a 6-7 individual who is
athletic, long and quick, who
can play five positions defensively out of your lineup and
not be affected by a large
degree."
While the injuries have hurt
the Knights, they may have
been a blessing in disguise.
UCF now knows it can play
short-handed, as someone has
always stepped up when the
Knights needed it most this
season.
This will be UCF's final ASun tournament, as it makes
the transition to Conference

Murphy (Nobody get mad,
she made it up herself). Even
my buddy Scotty became the
Panda Bear's first posse
member.
Heck,
there's
already a Tallahassee league
starting t hanks to my buddy
Matt "Das Vunderkid" HinMOUTHING OFF
ton.
.
And
One
darts
is growing,
ASHLEY BURNS
baby. Buzz on the street is
Managing _Editor
there's already an And One
Mohel" Ender, Josh "The · darts mix-tape video compiRabid Rabbi" Rotenberg and lation featuring music from
our first female member, Lauren "The Red-Headed Slut"
PLEASE SEE CHANEY'S ON A9

Women's tennis eeks ·out a victory
NATHAN POEKERT
Senior Staff Writer

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Ryan Bono hit the first of back-to-back home runs in the fifth inning.

and punched .in a pair on .a sac-fly by Kevin Richmond and an error, as B-CC shortstop Jose
Almonte booted an easy Justin Mahon grounder
that would have ended the inning.
Then in the fifth, the sluggers showed up.
PLEA~E SEE

BASEBALL ON A8

UCF
women's
tennis
extended its winning streak to
three after a tough win over
the Davidson College Wildcats
on Monday afternoon.
The Lady Knights (5-6, 2-0)
came off of a 7-0 sweep of the
FAMU Rattlers on Saturday
but faced a more formidable
foe in Davidson (4-3).
Despite the windy conditions, UCF started off hot with

the No. 1 doubles team of senior Kristina Lohmos and freshman Kyla . McNicol ~asily
defeating Davidson's sister act,
Kelly and Meghan Fillnow, 8-3.
The Knights · claimed the
important doubles point after
sophomore Becky Gordon and
junior Pamela Fernandez
edged out Kelsey Linville and
Meggie Patterson 9-8 (7-2).
Freshman Megan Hunter
and senior Ola Luczak lost at
No. 3 doubles 8-6, despite saving 4 match points at 7-6. The

doubles point the Knights won
would prove to be invaluable
later on.
Before the singles matches
began, UCF Coa~h Patricia
Allison complained to referees
about the sand on the court
and postponed matches on
courts 3 and 6 until the courts
could be cleared of debris. ·
Davidson evened the score
with a singles win when junior
Pamela Fernandez retired at 0PLEASE SEE

FERNANDEZ ON A8

•

Fernandez out with
·undisclosed injury

•
•

•

•
•

..

FILE PHOTO I CEN Al FLORIDA FUTURE

Fernandez was forced to retire in the first set of her match because of a lower-body injury.
FROM

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE ·

Kingsley Edwards is one of the three seniors who will provide valuable leadership for the Knights in this week's A-Sun tourney. If they win, the Knights will return to the NCAA Tournament.

Parity makes seeding deceiving
FROM

A7

advantage over the Knights.
UCF's first game will come
this afternoon when it plays
No. 7 seed Mercer.
Don't .be fooled by the
seeding in this year's tournament. Even though Mercer is a
No. 7 seed, it·finished only two
games behind UCF in the conference standings. There was
so much parity in the A-Sun
this season that the lowest
seed, No. 8 Troy, finished only
three games behind the conference leaders.
In the regular season, the
' Knights split their series with
the B~ars. UCF lost the first
' game 80-71 in Macon, Ga. In
, the second game two weeks
ago at the UCF Arena, the
Knights manhandled the
Bears 79-65.
In the first matchup, UCF's
conference-best
defense
struggled, allowing 80 points.
Ross Alacqua came off the
bench for Mercer and scored
26 points, including six 3pointers.
_
In that game, Mercer's best
player, Will Emerson, who
was voted to the A-Sun AllConference First Team this
week, scored 16 points an·d
pulled down 13 rebounds. In
order to beat the Bears, UCF
will have to shut down Emerson, who averages 1).8 points
and 7.6 rebounds per game.
The Knights need to use
their defense to force
turnovers and put the Bears
on their heels early, like they
did in the first game. UCF
should avoid trying to get into
a shootout with Mercer, or it
may see a high scoring game
like the one it lost in Macon.

LOOKING AHEAD

I

If the Knights can get past
Mercer, they will face the winner of the Belmont vs. Georgia
State game at 8:15 p.m. tomorrow.
The Knights won their
home games but lost the away
games against both teams dur.
ing the regular season.
It is no secret that UCF has
ahard time closing out games,
and that cost the Knights in
their first matchup with Belmont. In that game, UCF built

up an 11-point first-half lead,
but the Knights let the Bruins
back in the game, and Belmont
took advantage. They blew by
the Knights for a 67-52 victory.
In their 60-57 home victory
the Knights nearly squandered a late second-half lead,
but their defense allowed
them to hold on for the victory.
With Belmont being the ·
tournament
host,
the
matchup would be a tough
one in front of a hostile
crowd. UCF clearly has the
skill to beat the Bruins. If the
Knights are able to get an
early lead, as they were in
both games against Belmont,
they cannot afford to let Belmont back into the game.
If the Knights play Georgia
State they can expect a tightly
contested defensive game.
UCF clearly holds the advantage on the boards, grabbing
nearly twice as many
rebounds as the Panthers in
the two matchups this season.
A key for UCF will be to
stop A-Sun All-Conference
Fifst Team's Marcus Brown, .
who averaged 16.5 points in
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the two games against UCF
. UCF Coach Kirk Speraw hopes to lead UCF back to the NCAA Tournament this year.
this season.
If UCF is able to win its
second-round game, they will
most likely play GardnerWebb in the championship
UCF men's basketball, with a No. 2 seed, drew No. 7 Mercer in the
game. The Bulldogs are UCF's
first round of the Atlantic Sun tournament in Nashville, Tenn.
biggest foes this year, as they
handed the Knights one of
#1 Gardner-Webb]---their two home conference
losses of the season.
The problem for UCF was
typical: They let an early lead
#8Troy
get away, and Gardner-:Webb
blew by them ill the second
half for an embarrassing ·12#4Jacksonville]---point victory.
The Knights returned th~
favor a week ago in North Car#S Lipscomb
olina when they defeated the
Bulldogs on their home court,
forcing a split A-Sun regular
#3 Belmont]---season championship.
A championship game
between these two would be
#6 Ge~rgia State
compelling, as both teams
have a healthy dislike for eacli
other.
There is no doubt that the
.I
, I road ahead is tough for UCF, but
I it certainly has as good a chalice
#7 Mercer
I . as any to be the one holding the ·
trophy come Saturday.

2005 SunTrust A-Sun Men's Championship

#2UCF]----

--------------------------·

Baseball improves to 12-2 on the 2005 season
FROM

A7

With two out and no one on,
Bono stepped to the plate and
blasted a Colin Irvine pitch
deep over the right field wall
for his first homer of the year.
Five pitches later, Howell
slugged another Irvine delivery over the wall in right-center for his second home run of
the season, and the Knights
took a 5-1 lead. It marked the
first time UCF had hit back-toback homers since Drake
Wade and Jon Cooper accomplished the feat last May.
After B-CC manufactured a
run in the seventh, UCF added
two more runs in the eighth
when Justin Mahon whacked
his second triple of the year to
right center, scoring Marshall
Bernhard from second. A
third-strike passed ball brought
Mahon home to extend UCF's

lead to 7-1. The Knights stuck
the final two nails in Bethune's
coffin in the ninth on RBI singles by Chandler Rose and
Marshall Bernhard.
It was the third win this season and the 58th in 71 all-time
games against B-CC for the
Knights, who improved their
record to 12-2 on the season,
while the Wildcats continue to
flounder at 3-13. The same two
teams meet for the final ti.fie
this year on April 13 at Jay
Bergman Field. In the meantime, UCF opens a four-game
set with Siena at 6 p.m. tomorrow at home.
BRETT HART/ CTNTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Notes

John-Michael Howell has two homers on the season, induding a solo shot in the fifth inning.

Both homers to right were
aided by a 20-plus mph wind
blowing out to right ... UCF
had two homers all season
coming into the game, then
doubled
its team season total
~
.

in two at-bats ... John-Michael
Howell has half ofUCF's·home
runs this season ... Dominic
Petracca threw another one
and on, -third innings of

shutout, one-hit ball in
Rodriguez's stead ... UCF has
not lost to any team from the
state of Florida in six games
this season.

A7

40, 5-6 to Meggie Patterson at
No. 2 singles because of a lower
body injury. UCF's athletic
trainer was unable to disclose
the specifics of the injury.
UCF freshman Anna YaJdmchenkova disposed of Kim
Whelan 6-3, 6-3 at No. 6 singles,
as did freshman Jennifer Carati,
who defeated Davidson's
Meghan Fillnow 6-3, 6-3. UCF
was now leading 3-1 in match
scores but needed to win one .
more match to close the door
on Davidson.
The Wildcats'
Kelsey
Linville closed the gap by
downingOlaLuczak7-6 (7-4) 6:3 at No. 3 singles. Davidson
then evened the score when
Kate Levitt outlasted UCF's

Kyla McNicol in a close threeset win of7-5, 4-6, 6-2.
With the match score tied at
3-3, all the attention was
focused on the No. 1 singles
contest between UCF senior
Kristina Lohmos and Davidson's Kelly Fillnow. Lohmos
won the first set 6-3, but
dropped the second set 4-6.
With the sun setting on the tennis complex, Lohmos was ~ble
to respond quickly by winning
the third set 6-2, giving the
' Lady Knights the 4-3 win.
UCF women's tennis now
begins a: two-match road trip in
Georgia against A-Sun Conference opponents Mercer and
Troy on Saturday and Sunday,
respectively. They return home
for a match against Rich'mond
on Wednesday.

•

•

•
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STATE & NATION

St. Joe's president accepts
Temple coach's apology
PHILADELPHIA - The
president of St. Joseph's on
Tuesday accepted the actions
of Temple and Coach John
Chaney in response to a hard
foul that injured a Hawks play. er, but criticized the school and
the Atlantic 10 over the way the
situation was handled.
Chaney suspended himself
for one game as punishment
for ordering rough play from
one of his players that led to
senior forward John Bryant,
breaking his arm in a fall when
he was fouled.
When the extent of Bryant's
injury was known, Temple
extended the suspension to the
three games remaining in the
regular season. On Monday,
Chaney annouµced he would
keep himself out of the Atlantic ·
10 tournament. The conference
agreed with each of the moves.
"The overwhelming feeling
within the St. Joseph's community is that the remedies first
announced by Coach Chaney
and Temple University did not
fully address the severity of
what occurred," the Rev. Timothy Lannon said in a statement.
'We believe it is the role of
institutional and conference
officials, not solelyJUI individual coach, to demonstrate the
necessary
leadership
in
upholding the league's code of
conduct and assuring the safety of student-athletes in competition," he said.
.
Chaney sent in a player he
described as a "goon" against
St. Joseph's last week in
response to what he felt were
illegal screens being set by the
Hawks. Chaney said he sent in
seldom-used
Nehemiah
Ingram to "send a message"
when he thought the officials
were not calling what be
believed to be illegal screens. ·
"It bears repeating that
there was nothing in the conduct o(SJU coaches or student-athletes intended to bring
harm to an opponent," Lannon
said.
Chaney has apologized to
Bryant and his family and
offered to pay any .medical
bills. Lannon called Chaney's
meeting with Bryant's family
"appropriate."
St. Joseph's officials had
refused to comment, only
offering a tersely worded statement Saturday that said "a line
.was crossed." Lannon said the
school was moving toward reconciliation.
'
Representatives from Temple and the A-10 both declined
comment Tuesday. Lannon
said Bryant and his family
would.not comment again.

Basketball player charged·
with simple assault
RAPID CITY; S.D. - The
Pennington Colll1ty prosecutor

•
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)
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John Chaney will sit at least through the A10 tournament for'gooning it up' Feb.22.

has filed a misdemeanor simple assault charge against a
North Dakota basketball player
for an on-court incident.
Matt Klabo of Valley City
State is accused of throwrng an
elbow to the face of" South
Dakota Tech player Korey
Kirschenmann in a Feb. 18
game in Rapid City.
Kirschenmann
was
knocked unconscious, needed
14 stitches and suffered a concussion.
Pellllington County's State
Attorney Glenn Brenner said
Klabo has hired two:Rapid City
lawyers to represent him.

South Carolina's standout running
back dismissed from team
COLUMBIA, S.C. - South
Carolina dismissed leading
rusher Demetris Summers
from the team Tuesday for violating athletics department
policy.
"There are certain policies
and rules that our student-athletes must follow, and unfortunately, Demetris chose to violate those," Coach Steve
Spurrier said in a stat'ement.
"That's where we are with this,
and we'll move on from here."
Summers ran fo.r 1,125 yards
and four touchdowns over the
past two seasons, averaging 5.3
yards per carry. The sophomore also had 23 receptions for
211 yards and two touchdown
catches.
Summers' dismissal comes
about a month after six South
Carolina players were charged
after a total of $18,000 worth of
computer and video equipment and framed photographs
were taken from South Carolina's stadium Nov. 22.
Summers, a highly touted
in-state recruit, holds the state
high scho.o l record with 9,076
career yards rushing and 127
touchdowns.
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Chaney's actions should make Eustachy~ angry

E

FROM

2

·UCF men's hoops players named
to the A-Sun All-Conference ·
Team for the 2004-2005 season

I

Wins and no losses for UCF
pitcher Ray Rodriguez to
start the 2005 season

Victories for softball in its
last seven games

1

A-Sun games in which Josh
Peppers scored more than
10 points

.,

'

Who's hot

W~o'snot

Gary Johnson
and Josh
Peppers. They
were named to
tlie AllConference
Second Team on
Monday.

UCF baseball's
weekend opponent Siena. They
lost three games
at Stetson last
we.ek by a combined score of

A?

Lil' John and George Strait. Now I
need a catch phrase. like "Catch the
fever," or "Watch us throw pointy
things."
Anyway, before I write another
900 words about darts, here's the
Thursday tirade ...
Larry Eustachy was fired from his
men's basketball coaching job at
Iowa State because of his P!inking
problem two years ago. Temple
Coach John Chaney still has a job
after he ordered a player to intentionally hurt an opposing player.
Anyone want to chime in and tell me
how furious Eustachy must be?
Classy program Temple is running.
Today's hot Major League Baseball news: Barry Bonds took a nap
and had a sandwich.
Randy Moss is an Oakland Raider
now. Could he have ended up on a
better team? The franchise notorious
for troublemakers and lawbreakers
just took on the poster boy of potty
behavior. I mean, the guy ran over a
police officer for the love of Zeus!
Why didn't this trade happen years
ago? Vegas posted the over/under of
Moss committing a felony at six
weeks. ·
Breaking MLB news: Barry Bonds
burned his tongue on a cup of coffee
Kobe Bryant and his accuser are
nearing a settlement in civil court,
stemming from his rape charges last
year. Between his accuser and the

make-up jewelry Bryant has to bqy
How long until we see an episode
his wife, don't be surprised if you see of NHL Tonight that features ESPN
Kobe standing outside a Denny's hockey analyst Barry Melrose huntwith a "will carry a .500 basketball ing down NHL players at their new
team for money" sign. The funny lockout-induced jobs? Seriously, I'd
thing is that Bryant actually thinks pay a trillion pesos to see him find
he'll get some endorsements back I Nikolai Khabibulin running the ,
can see it now: "I'm Kobe Bryant and drive-through at a Long John Silver's.
you're watching the Spice Network
I think there should be a game
Quick MLB update: Barry Bonds show called Is It Fatal? that features
hates the media
contestants trying to kill each other
Jamie Foxx won the Academy with random objects. I'd really like to
Award for Best Actor. Finally an know if someone could beat another
award show that gets it right. But I person to death with a drinkinghave to wonder if the guy that once straw wrapper.
played the big-lipped Wanda on In
Finally, I'm sure you all saw my
Living Color can win an Oscar, then new title while you were drooling
does that mean Jimmy Fallon will over my gorgeous mugshot. That's
eventually be a genius? The future is r~ht, the whole paper's mine. Don't
dark, my friends.
worry, my column will keep comThe free agent signing period for ing. God knows UCF police couldn't
the NFL has arrived. Within the next handle the riots that would come if
few days, Miami Dolphins fans can I stopped. I do ask that you take it
expect to hear this phrase: "The Dol- · easy on my good buddy Andy
phins are proud to introduce Jim Vasquez when he gets his columnAbbott as the new starting quarter- writing feet wet. It was more than a
back"
year before the bate mail stopped
You know how you see a com- pouring in for me. Be good to the
'
mercial for a movie and you think to kid.
yourself, "there's a movie I'll never
So with me as managing editor,
see." For me it's movies like Super expect weekly shots of Maria SharaBabies, Kangaroo Jack and The pova and Natalie Portman on the
English Patient. Added to that list front page, as well as hard-hitting
recently: Million Dollar Baby. I hate features on And One darts.
boxing. I hate female boxing even
See that job title, ladies? That's
more. I like Clint Eastwood, and if power.
he made a movie called Fifty Dollar
Baby about mud wrestling then I'd
Ashley Bums can be reached at
STR SHAJAHAN I ASSOCIATED PRESS
be down.
sports@UCFnews.com
Maria Sharapova will see plenty of face time now.
I

Softball puts St. Bonaventure in a pickle

Rough Weekend?
Arrested? DUI? Bar Fight?
Disorderly Conduct? Fake ~D~

?

Drug Possession? Un.derage Drinking.

·YOU HAVE OPTIONS...
I CAN HELP

41-9.

Upcomirag
"

Men's basketball is in Nashville for the A-Sun
Championship today through Saturday . ..
Women's hoops closes its regular season
tomorrow night at Lipscomb .. . Men's tennis
travels to Deland today for a match against
Stetson ... Baseball has a three-game series
with Siena. Games are at 6 p.m'. tomorrow, 6
p.m. Saturday and 1 p.m. Sunday ... Softball
hosts the UCF Tournament tomorrow and
Saturday afternoon on campus.

FREE CONSULTATION
Principal Office in Orlando

Quotahies

RICHARD

"I.think that this is going to be a knock-down,
drag-out tournament."
·
- MEN'S HOOPS COACH KIRK SfERAW
ON THE UPCOMING A-SUN TOURNAMENT

"Iam continually worried about it."
- MEN'S HOOPS COACH KIRK SPERAW
ON MARCUS AVANT'SINJURY
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CRIMINAL DEFENSE ATTORNEY
MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE,

Stephanie Best has her opponent in a bit of a pickle during Tuesday's doubleheader against St. Bonaventure at UCF.
With 3-2 and 5-2 wins, the Knights swept the Sonnies and have now won six out of their last seven games. It was
the Knights' first doubleheader sweep of the season. Best continues her stellar play as she ripped her 53rd career
home run this week. She hopes to lead the Knights to victory in the UCF Tournament this weekend.

(407) 540-1551 or Toll Free (866) 540-1551
www.UCFAttorney.com
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based
solely upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask me to send you
free written information about my qualifications and experiences.
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OUR STANCE
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The only 'goon'
is the coach

hen student-athletes
aren't learning from
their teachers in the
classroom, they're supposed to
be learning from their teachers
on the court.
Temple men's basketball
Coach John Chaney made a travesty of athletic and academic values last week when he sent.a
player in the game to intentionally hurt an opposing player.
Chaney said he would send a
"goon" into the Owls' Feb. 22
game agaimt St.Joseph if the
officials didn't start recognizing
illegal screens.
Sure enough, the goon came
in and a St. Joe's player went
down. Temple's Nehemiah
Ingram flagrantly fouled John
Bryant on his coach's orders. The
result? Bryant has a broken arm
and probably won't play college
basketball ·ever again unless his
team can at least make the Sweet
16 of the NCAA Tournament.
As far as Chaney, his career
should be over. There's a point in
every man's life when he grows
up. Be it the troubled teen years
or even the post-college days,
people eventually realize what
the grand scheme is. Apparently
Chaney doesn't have the slightest grasp of this. The man is
notoriously violent. He once
slapped a player, and he even
threatened to kill former University of Massachusetts Coach
John Calipari

far. He's a solid athlete with a
Temple's idea of punishment
for the legendary Chaney, who is possible future in the NBA, but
third all-time in the NCAA in
now everything could be jeopwins, was suspending him for
ardized.
the final three games of the seaIs he compensated for
son. That's a joke. Chaney decid- Chaney's despicable actions? No.
All he received is a halfhearted
ed to take the higher road and
apology, 20 seconds on ESPN's
suspended hirriself for the entire
Atlantic-10 tournament. Nice try,
SportsCenter and ,a nifty blue
sleeve to wear over his arm. It's
coach. Slapping his own player?
Threatening to kill another
the same as if Bryant were an ·
aspiring writer and Chaney sent
coach? Sending a player into a
game to intentionally harm an
someone to break his hands. The
only difference is that Bryant
opponent?
could sue Chaney' if the latter
Three strikes and Chaney
actually happened.
should be out. He should be out
Even more lost in this entire
of college basketball for good.
His tired face should never be
scenario is Ingram. Chaney's
seen on television again. The
lackey showed absolutely no
words "Hall of Fame" should
common sense when he threw
Bryant to the ground. There's a
never again be muttered in the
situation of devil's advocacy
same sentence as the name John
here, though. Ingram is certainly
Chaney. There's a fine line
between stupidity and pathetic
wrong for attacking Bryant.
behavior. Chaney is tangled up in Bryant's career might not actualthat line like a bass struggling
ly be over, but Ing:fam's should.
against a pro fisherman.
It's the least he deserves. But is it
Chaney's impudence couldn't Ingram's fault for listening to the
be more obvious if it were past- . man who is supposed to be his
. teacher as well as his coach?
ed on a billboard the size of
Regardless ofblame, the big
Texas and thrown in the middle
ofl-4. But what's being ignored
picture is that one student-athlete's college career closes on a
is the truly sad manner in which
Bryant is finishing his college
sad note while one coach's
sometimes chaotic career
basketball career. He's been a
sideline inspiration for his teamremains intact with a black cloud
mates. After all, he is the team's
over it.
co-captain. Outside of St. Joe's,
Chaney needs to take a good
long look in the mirror and conthough, he's merely a passing
thought. Bryant should be the
sider acting his age. Or maybe he
poster boy of when sports go too should think about growing up.

OUR STANCE

n Tuesday, the U.S.
Supreme Court abolished the death penalty
for murderers who committed
the crime before the age of 18. ·
This practice of executing juveniles ·had kept the United States
in conflict with other developed
countriesthathadlongago
restricted the practice.
In a 5-4 vote, the court decided that society's "evolving standard of decency'' is correct in
that most minors are less
responsible than adults for their
crimes. Any executions of
offenders who committed the
crime before the legal age of 18
are now placed under the protection of the Eighth Amendment, "no cruel anq unusual
punishment.I'
The fact that the United
States is the only developed
nation in the world that still performs capital punishment has
brought heat upon the practice.
Reformers have been demanding changes in hopes that it will
lead to the complete removal of
the practice. In 1988, the court
ruled that there would be no
death penalty for those under
the age of 16, but left out mentally handicapped and older juvenile killers. But in 2002 the court
barred ex;ecuting the mentally
handicapped and on Tuesday
extended the prohibition to
older juveniles, as well:
States all across the country,
19 to be exact, will be expected
to comply with the change in
laws immediately. The new rul-
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ing commuted a death sentence
into a life-in-prison sentence for
72 juvenile killers across the
nation. In Florida, three inmates
who committed their crimes as
teens will now receive a
reprieve.
The most famous juvenile
who will benefit from this ruling
is Lee Malvo. Malvo has twice
already received life without
parole for his involvement in the
10 sniper killings in and around
Washington, D.C. in 2002. Prosecutors had planned to press
charges against Malvo in a third
shooting case in hopes that the
court would rule in favor of the
death penalty, but those plans
are now $Crapped.
Going against conservative
thought, the court has agreed
with the reformers that this
practice needed to be abolished.
"It is fair to say that the United ,
States now stands alone in a
world that has turned its face ~
against the juvenile death penalty," Justice Anthony Kennedy
wrote, arguing that it was "proper that we acknowledge the
overwhelming weight of international opinion" against the
American stance.
The United States was one of
only seven countries that had
executed juvenile offenders
since 1990. Of those countries,
Iran, Saudi Arabia and China
have all since made efforts to
prohibit the process.
It is shameful to think that
countries who practice stonings
and other forms of cruel and

Skateboarding etiquette
is a must while on campus

NATHAN POEKERT
Staff Writer

unusual punishment understand
that a child can't be held responsible the same way as an adult,
but here in America we still have
people who believe otherwise.
Some people, including the four
judges who voted against the
ruling, believe that the meaning
of the Constitution is fixed and
should not be determined by the
views of foreign governments.
This view of the "originalists"
sees that anything that was
socially acceptable at the time of
the 1791 ratification of the Constitution should be so today. To
think that we need complete .
consensus on an issue to ratify
an amendment is absurd. If we
relied on complete consensus
for all governmental issues we
would never get anything done.
For example, 49 percent of
Americans think there should be
someone else in the White
House. Does that mean we
should wait until more people
change their minds for an inauguration? Absolutely not.
The Supreme Court has
made the correct choice in this
case. Our form of government is
ever evolving and changing to
meet the new problems we face
in our world.
The justices who sit on the
Supreme Court have a very difficult job of balancing the meaning of the Constitution with
societal changes, and oftentimes
they are criticized for their decisions. This is one decision they
should be praised for.

There are, many evil monsters roaming around UCF
right now. They look like
normal kids, but trust me,
they float around as if they
own the place. These evil
beings are constantly late to
their classes, so they rely on
a four-wheeled apparatus to
get to their classrooms on
time.
I was walking to the
library when .I saw one of
these monsters almost collide with a girl holding her
books in one hand and a cell
phone in the other. The
skateboarder weaved around
a heavyset man and almost
collided with the girl. The
girl jumped out of the way,

dropping all of her stuff and
falling to the grass. The kid
snickered, turned around
and kept going on his way.
Skateboarding has gone
beyond trend status and is
now becoming a commonly
used mode of transportation
on campuses nationwide. No
longer are just the grungy
kids buying skateboards to
learn how to ollie, kick-flip
or heel-flip. The rich kids
and the girly girls are skating, too.
If any skaters are reading
this, here's some advice on
proper boarding etiquette
when skating down sidewalks at UCF:
1. I have the right of way
because y9u are moving
more quickly than I am. If
you are coming at me, and if
you don't move out of the
way, I will stick my fist out,
quite possibly in the region
two inches below your waist.
2. Don't bring your board
into class and drop it at your
feet so you can use it as a
foot rest.
3. Don't force us to walk
as fast as you can skate if you
are trying to have a conver-
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sation with a person. I will
not walk faster to compensate. Pick up your skateboard
and walk with me.
4. Learn to skate on your
own time. Don't try to learn
while boarding around the
Student Union. Learn in a
parking lot, preferably one
with lots of Saturn cars. If
you're going to eat it, fall
onto the dent-resistant doors
of a Saturn Ion.
I'm a firm believer in the
idea that you reap what you
sow. Every time you cut off a
person or knock them over,
there is a black hose at night
or a huge crack in the pavement just waiting for you to
come rolling by. And if a
hose isn't there, it could just
be some Asian kid waiting in
the bushes.
On a personal note - on
behalf of the writers and
copy editon; at the Central
Florida Futur~. I would like
to wish our former managing editor, Heidi DeVries,
success and happiness in
whatever you do. Heidi, you
are irreplaceable and will be
missed by myself, Monica,
Naseem and Kate.

MAN ON THE STREET
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CAMPUS

'Do you think auto
racing is a sport?'

ISABEL IBANEZ

NICOLE DONARUMA

English

History

"Sure, it tests your reactions, pumps
your adrenaline and encourages fierce
competition."

(entral :floriba -~ture ,
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The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to theeditor should not exceed 300 wordsand must include
full name and phone number.We may edit for length, grammar,style and libel. Send lettersto editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or faxthem to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555.

COMMENTARY

No more kids
on death row
0

'-'

"It's a close call. The car does all the
work but somebody has to drive it."

PHILIP STOKES
Undeclared

"I guess so. It's not physically
demanding but they have to focus
while moving 200 mph,that's tough."

The Cenlral Flnridt1 F11ture Is a free independent C11npus newspaper sernng tl1e Unl\"1'Sity of cenlral llorida. Oplnlons in the Future are those of the inc!Mdual columnisl and not necessarily 1lt0<e
of the editorial stiff or the Unilmity Administration. All content is propeny of die !Jnllral Rorida Fu/ure and may not be reprinted in pan or in whole mthout permission from the publisbet
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"Yeah, ~ecause it takes a lot of skill and
' knowledgeR_f the car."

"Yeah it is, Iknow Ican't drive like
those guys."
~

"You have to be an athlete for it to be a
sport and red,11ecks aren't athletic." v

,I
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lfr"im HELP WANTED:
l~ General
!" .

va1iii i:iari<iii9 atiendanisneed'e'd ior .~
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tre Orlando/Winter Park area.
Seasonal positions avail. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131 .

I

j

L · -·-·-·-·-·-·-·- · - · -·-·~

PT office help wanted. Looking for a
reliable & responsible person w/ a flex
. schedule. Upbeat personality and his/her
own transportation a must. If interested,
please call Kim @ Kaplan Test Prep @
407-273-7111.
$200/wk. College Age Counselor
Wanted. FFGC Wekiva Youth Camp. We
are a Camp for Boys and Girls ages
8-14. All Room & Board included.
Contact mj.meherg @worldnet.att.net
Get paid to think!
Make $75 taking on- line surveys.
www.cashtospend.com

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples, Maine,
TR IPP LAKE CAMP for G irls , Poland,
Maine. Picturesque lakefront locations,
exceptional facilities. Mid-June thru midAugust. Over 100 counselor positions in
tennis, swimming, land sports, water
sports, tripping, outdoor skills, theater
arts, fine arts, music, nature study, •
nanny, secretarial. Call Takajo at
800-250-8252. Call Tripp Lake
at 800-997-4347. Or apply online at
www.takajo.com or
www.trippla kecamp.com.
Winter Springs, FL - Swim team coach/
Aquatics Mgr./ personal trainer; Looking
for energetic team player to coach swim
team w/ possibilities of managing the
aquatics dept. Personal training & fitness
a plus. Seasonal and YR round positions
available. Send resume and cover letter
to g.howe@tuscawillacc.com or
fax (407) 365-1309. ·

Weekend Helper Needed
To work with twin 5-year-old boy s. Must
have experience with children.
Call 407-599-7127
PLATO'S CLOSET
Sell your cool c lothes - get money!
407-855-9950
NOW HIRING!
OFFICE ASSISTANT
New FT position. M-F. Need computer
literate team member to answer phones,
make appts, and handle clerical duties.
Apply @ OVIEDO VISION CENTER 875
Clarke St. Oviedo, 32765 or fax resume
407-366-4129
Now Hiring for VyVary International
Inc. Minutes from UCF & Valencia.
Seeking 50+ customer svc & sales
agents. Potential earnings up to $15
per hour. Call for interview:
407-249-3443.

The student newspaper at UCF, the
Central Florida Future, Is looking
for a long-term receptionist to
work a minimum of 30 hours per
week between the hours of 9 and
5. We offer a fun and fast-paced
environment with good pay. E-mail
resume to publlsher@UCFnews.com
Serious inquiries only please.
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

Customer Service/Inside Sales
PT/FT positions avail. Must be happy ·
and intellige nt. Good communication
and computer skills. Fun place to work.
401 k and health p lan.
Resume to (407) 679-1699 or
jobs @rewonline.com

INSU RAN CE/BILLING SP ECIALIST
FT position M-F, exp req, private
practice. Nonsmoker for all N R
functions. Apply @ OVIEDO V ISION
CENT ER 875 Clark St, 32765 or Fax
resu me to OVIEDO VIS ION C ENTER
407-366-4129.

Mystery Shoppers

Seeking outgoing creative individuals to
fill air brush tattoo and caricature
positions at Universal. Any level of
experience welcome . Flexible sch.ed uling.
Contact Tony at 407-925-7989

Needed to work at local Establishments
No Exp Req'd/ Training Prov'd
Multiple positions FT/PT
Up to $19/Hour
Call 1-800-724-2078

Weight Loss Supplements Antioxidants
and Exercise Study
,
The Exercise Physiology Laboratory at the
University of Central Florida is currently conducting
a 24-Week WEIGHT LOSS STUDY.

('

PIT position avail. 2 or 3 days per week.
Exp. w/ lawn equip . a must! Starting
at $7.50/hr. Flex. hrs. Weekdays.
Contact Dale Sorensen at 3 21-948-6498.

This study is looking at the effectiveness of
Dietary Antioxidants (i.e. Vitamins), .
Weight Loss Supplements and Exercise

For Iive show perfarmers:
Auditions are held in Tampa Bay on ·
the first Wednesday of each month in 2005

Please call 407-823-5163

Busch Gardens is seeking: dancers, dancers with West
African training. singers, gymnasts that dance, variery or,
specialry acts, costumed characters, technicians and
instrumentalists for a wide variery of live shows including
a new Broadway-sryle show called Katonga. Visit our
website for helpful audition tips, pay rates, photos of
show performers. and show descriptions.

Dial America Marketing Inc.

. Excellent Benefits! Find

.

www. Bus ch Ga rd ensTa I ent. com

PGARDENS
- '-=TAM PA BA~. FL

You must be 18 years old to apply. Busch Gardens is an eQ.ual opportun_ity employer and supports a safe .and drug free workplace. Applicants
for positions in ei•ery BEC job classification will be subject· to testing (both pre and posl employment) for lhe presence of illegal drugs.

Phone Sales
Experienced, Money Motivated.
Only 20 hrs/wk. 5-9p.m. Mon.-Fr i.
$350 base + comm & o t her bon uses.
Call Nick 407-4 67-4102.
·

~·

TopGradeTutoring.com
T utors needed for upper level math,
physics, and engineering courses. Great
Pay! Must have reliable transportation.
Call now! 407-427-0067

· r. - .

~

Layout Artist Needed . .i

for the Cent ral Florida Future 10 .to ·
15 hours per w eek. Tuesday's and
Wednesday's preferably. Must be I
proficient in Pho t oshop, Illust rat or
and Quark. Please e-mail
~'
publish er@ucf new s.com with a
resume and av ailability.
~·

!
i
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Child care needed in my home. Mondays•
W ednesdays & Fridays, 9am-1pm for '
4 a nd.1 year old children. $10 per hour.
Call Angela at 407-927-0943

ONE OF OUR CLIENTS
IS EXPANDING
AND WE NEED
YOUR HELP TO FILL

.,

150

POSITIONS
THIS WEEK!

~u.t more.--;::,us~

.call 813-987-5164 or v1s1t:

Babysitting and light house keeping in
Windermere. 5-8pm M-F and some
weekend time. Education major preferred.
References required. Nonsmoker please.
407-7 19-9177

All Study Participants Receive AT NO COST:
• Physical examination
• Dietary Analysis
• Complete blood work
•Assessment of Antioxidant status (levels of Vitamins)
• $300.00 at the completion of participation
To qualify must be healthy and between the ages of 25 to 50.
This study does not involve any invasive procedures
(except for two blood draws).

•.

'

HOUSEK EEPERS N EED ED
W orktim e, area, days of choice, PT/ FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & Car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421

call Today... Start Tomorrow!
Full Time Pay ...Flexible Hours!
We Offer:
• $100 sign on bonus and weekly bonuses
• $9 - $18 per hour average
• 2 shifts to choose from
• Relaxed business environment

• Paid training with guaranteed salary after
·Career advancement opportunities
• 2 great locations
•Weekly paychecks
• 401 Kplan with discount and benefit plans

SPANISH BILINGUAL AND KOREAN BILINGUAL NEEDED! (For the Orlando Office)

Call today for an immediate interview!
Orlando O~ire: (407) 243_-9400

U(f Office: (40l) 671 _9700

to speak with Lachelle or (h;1ssandra

NOW HIRING
Part-Time

AIRPORT REPRESENTATIVES

Greet, check-in and escort Guests to motor coaches.
Pay rate starts at $7 .50 per hour.
LUGGAGE REPRESENTATIVES

Scan and sort Guest luggage. Some heavy lifting
is required. Pay rate starts at $8.25 per hour.;
Positions are located at the Orlando International
Airport.
Qualified candidates·will receive:
• Theme Park admission and discounts at select
dining, merchandise and recreation locations
at the Walt Disney World®

Resor~

• 10-15% discount at select OIA dining and
merchandise locations
' J

• Free parking i-n the OIA employee lot
Apply online at www.disneycareers.com or call the

•

Walt Disney World® Jobline at 407-828-1000.

EOE • Drawing Creativity from Diversity • ©Disney

...................................................................
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Come fora
'Mother'
of
•
a music act
•

Metal and punk icon

Glenn Danzig performs
Suriday at House of Blues
NICHOLAS MARKOVICH
Staff Writer

et us harken back to simpl~r times.
George Bush was President, there
was a war in Iraq and Michael Jackson was having legal problems involving
misbehavior with children. No, not fast
year, silly, the early '90s! This was a time
when young lads' metal needs were
served by a wonderfully scary group of
social degenerates. They even had cool
names: King Diamond, Peter Steele and
the legendary Glenn Danzig.
Glenn Danzig is bringing his band (ere.
atively· titled Danzig) fo the House of
Blues at 6 p.nr. Sunday for $18 to $20 to
hold court for all of the true metal soldiers. Don't expect any rapping, turntable
scratches or electro-beats at this show.
· Danzig has· been bringirig the fury for
almost 20 years, serving up metal the way
that the devil intended it with loud guitars, Satanic imagery and Glenn Danzig's
famous Elvis-goes-to-hell croon. Expect
to hear plenty of Danzig's latest release,
Circle of Snakes, as well as past favorites
from Danzig's extensive back catalogue. .

L

COURTESY EVIUVE RECORDS

Mu~ical legend Glenn Danzig brings his metaVgoth/hardcore/punk style Sunday to the House of Blues.Just do yourself a favor and don't mention his ~Id band The Misfits.

Here's something else that you won't
see at Sunday's show: the original lineup:
After parting ways with renowned guitarist John Christ in 1995, Danzig has
become a revolving cast of sinister characters surrounding the band's frontman
and namesake. But don't underestimate
Glenn's ability to put together a group; the
current lineup is a virtual all-star team of
metal . powerhouses. Prong alumnus
Tommy Victor is manning the guitar
duties, while Johnny Kel\y, formerly of
Type 0 Negative, sits on the o:i;i drums.
Glenn Danzig has been working in
metaVgoth/har~core/punk for almost 30
years now. He cofounded horror-punk
legends The Misfits in 1977, releasing

some of the most highly influential music ·
of the period (Guns 'n' Roses and Metallica have both covered The Misfits). After
six years, ·Danzig went on to ·form
Samhain, a band whose darker music
more closer matched the vocal spirit of
The Misfits. Samhain imploded after four
years, and Danzig decided to start anew.
He brought John Christ along from
Samhain and formed Danzig, signing to
Rick Rubin's Def American label in 1987.
Danzig has cultivated a loyal fan base
ever since. Danzig ill: How the Gods Kill
raised the band's profile, with both ''Dirty
Black Summer" and "How the Gods Kill"
featured in heavy rotation on MTV's
Headbanger's Ball. Greater success _fol-
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lowed in 1994, when a live version of
"Mother," a track from Danzig's first
album, went into consistent MTV rotation. The song even charted ·as a single,
almost c'racking the top 40, quite an
accomplishment for a band that resides so
far outside of the mainstream..
Danzig's newest release, prcle of
Snakes, continues in the proud tradition of
Danzig albums. With titles such as "Skincaryer," ''When We Were Dead," and current single "Circle of Snakes," Danzig lays
it all out on the table. Come out and pay
homage to these defenders of the faith.
Raise the goblet with your left hand, put
up the horns with your right Expect no
quart~r, for none shall be granted.

Vol. V', No. 22, March 3 - 9, 2005
Tq anyone who says we do~'t
cover enough theater in here ..: usually you'd be right, but this week
we're redeeming ourselves.
Seven plays of varying genres are
opening. over the next week to fit
anyone's budget. So there's no reason
not to support the live arts, especially with this shoddy spring movie season upon us.
But if not, there's always Danzig,
who we feature above. Make sure to

go to the show and scream "Misfits"
at the top of your lungs -you're sure
to get some Danzig love!
Check out the first half of our twopan series of the 20 worst ·cover
songs ever.
Also, "'."e're not the only funny
guys in the ind.ie this week We interview Jay Davis, Dane Cook's opening
stand-up act. Check next week's
issue to hear from Dane himself.
- JOHN THOMASON
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SOCIAL DISTORTION
Long before the O.C: was synonymous with Seth
Cohen arid Ryan Atwood, it was knQwn as something
much more worthwhile; as the home of SOcial
Distortion. One Qf the original gangstas of the California
punk scene, Social Distortion formed in 1979 and is still
making worthwhile music.Although members have
come and gone and sa_dly, in the case of guitarist
Dennis Danell, pas_sed away, the music has remained
consistent.
.
The group brings its dassic punk rock sound to the
House ofBlues tomorrow night in support of its 2004
full-length Sex, Love and Rock and Roll.Fellow punk
pioneer Matt Freeman (ofRandd) will be joining the
band on bass, taking the place of John Maurer.
Doors open at 7 p.m. with opening acts The Street
Dogs and Backyard Babies. lickets are $24.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FAIR
Learn how to milk a cow atthe"Ag-Venrure Farm Tour,
see the Kenya Safari Acrobats and get your fill of fried
foods at the Central Florida Fair, coming to Orlando
March 3to March 13 at the Central Florida Fairgrounds,
4603 W.Colonial Drive. Prices rangefiumfreeto $10.
V1Sit http://www.centralfloridafair.com for more info.
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. CLASS.A PLACE

401-2n-1&&5

12727 East Colonial Drive• Orlando, Aorida

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

. "Fine Glass Smoking Accessories"
CAMPUS
Battle of.the Bands
March 3,8 p.m., free
Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom
407-823-6471

Spartacus
March 9, 8 p.m., free
Student Uriion
Cape Aorida Rm.316
407-823-6471

. EVENTS

Ortando Folk Festival

1-4 Band (rock)

March 5 to March 6,various times, free
Mennello Museum of American folk Art
900 E. Princeton· St
407-246-4278

March 4, 10 p.m., $5
Wall Street Plaza
Wall and Court Streets
407-849-9904

SHOWS

Eden Row (rock)

Sleepytime Gorilla Museum, lndorphine,
Hope and Suicide (hard rock)

March S, 10 p.m., $5 .
Wall Street Plaza ·
Wall and Court Streets
407-849-9904

March 3, 9 p.m., $10-$12
Will's Pub
1850N.MillsAve.
407-898-5070 ,.._

Central Florida Fair

Plain Jane Automobile (rock)

March 3 to March 13, various times, free to $1 O
Central Florida Fairgrounds 4603 W. Colonial Drive
407-295-3247

March 3, 9 p.m., free
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Florida Strawberry Festival

The BuzzCats ijazz)

March 3 to March 13
Plant City Fairgrounds
2202 W. Reynolds St
Plant City
813-752-9194

March 4, 5 p.m.-8 p.m., free
The Mall at Millenia
4200 Conroy Road
407-363-3555

Hartem Globetrotters

Riverbottom Nightmare Band .
(Americana)

March 3, 7 p.in., $17
Ocean Center
101 N.Atlantic Ave.
Daytona Beach
386-254-4545

March 4, 10 p.m., $5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

Margaret Cho

Social Distortion, Backyard Babies, The
Street Dogs (punk)

March 4, 7 p.m., $2950 to $45
Hard Rock Live
GtyWalk at Universal Orlando
1000 Universal StUdios Praza
407-351-5483

Lifestyles-Expo
March 5 to March 6, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., free
Orange County Convention Center
9800 International Drive
407-345-9800

March 4, 7 p.m., $24
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Milka, Gotti 13, iSentNinjas (rock)
March 4, 9 p.m., $6
The ~ocial
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

• Phat PvreX PipeS
·Wood f>ipeS
·Metal PipeS

•"Detoxify'' 0e0~
·Scales
·Hookahs
·Water Pipes

·Hand Blown Glc1ss
• Ceram AayliG
• l~Cl&mBr
•Body .JeMty
.

• She'1ocks/B1.1bbters
5 3 S. Semo an Blvd, Winter Park• 07--679-8365

10% Discount with Student ID
Must be 18 to enter, ID required

Hand to Hand, In This Day, Last Winter,
Loss for Words (hard rock)
March 5, 9 p.m., $5
Will'sPub ·
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Big Head Todd &The Monsters, Carbon
Leaf
March5,8p.m.,$17.50-$19;50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

Florganism, Bluelegs (rock)
March.S, 10 p.m., $5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 Lake Ave.
407-645-0069

LIVE JAi-ALAi NOW THRU MARCHI
MATINEES - THURS, SAT & SUN
EVENINGS - THURS, f RI & SAT

YEAR ROUND SIMULCASTING
7 DAYSi6 Nl1ES A WEEK

Hand to Hand, Closet Cas~et Diary,
Beneath These Words, Ballad Reversed,
This Destroyers (rock)
March 5,5 p.m.,$5-$7
Will's Pub
1850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

;.CollegeStu.den*8,Always Free
·{With Valid~~D.)

· --·-·TilisAd. ;G-0~--,i----l
For 1 Free Program!·l
(Any Performance) r·

Jeremy Mix, Amy Correia, Kris Nichols
(rock)
March 5, 9 p.m., $7
TheSodal
PLEASE SEE

NEED A CHANGE Of LUCK?

CALENDAR ON i5
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FROM i4
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Temporally (indie)
March S, 10 p.m., $4
The Peacock Room
1321 N. Mills Ave.
407-228--0048

Ludd Fly (rock)
March 5, 9-30 p.m., $10-$15
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Troubled Children: Doll House X,
.Meccanism & Her Rusty Tea.rs,
Dirty Ego, Julie Durden,
Oriflamme, Shebang, Episode 26,
Ramona Quimby,
Announcements, Nunez, Pain
Prindple, Ludd Fly, Ask Me Later
for''V.A.G.l.N.A. Fest''
March5,4p.m.-2a.m.J$5-~7

The Haven
6700 Aloma Ave.
. '107-673-2712

Jambando AH-Stars (rock)
Mai'ch 6, 9 p.m., $5

Slingapour's
25 Wall Street Plaza
407-849-9904

March 7, S p.m., $12
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

The Sharp Objects, John Denver's
Airplane (rock)
March 6, 10 p.rri., $5
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Rickey Dickens (Americana)
March 6, 6 p.m., $5
Copper Rocket Pub
106 lake Ave.
407-645-0069

March 9, S p.m., $10
Back Booth
37W.PineSt.
407-999-2570

Enon, Swearing at Motorists,
Astronautilus (lndie)

-Danzig, Kataklysm, Eyes of Fire
(hard rock)
March 6, 6 p.m., $18-$20
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

· Merauder, Risk Taken, Agents of
Man, Closed Casket Diary, 24
Hours to Live (hard rock)

March 9, 9 p.m., $8 .
WilrsPub
i850 N. Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

Robert Walter's 20th Congress

(rock)

1

Mezzanine, Kurtz, Asphalt (hard
rock)

\

March 6, 8 p.m., $5
Will's Pub
1850 N.Mills Ave.
407-898-5070

\...

.

March 9, 8 p.m., $10-$13
The Social
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-246-1419

Soulfly, God Forbid, Death By
Stereo (hard rock)

7Seconds, The Briggs, Champion
(punk)

March 9, 7 p.m.; $17.50-$19.50
House of Blues
Downtown Disney West Side
407-934-2583

IA
SPECIAL Dl$1'0UNTS Available at the Student Ticket Office.
'{:: 5>;:,/$ff'

>

PRESENT THIS AD WITH YOUR STUDENT ID & RECEIVE A

4-DAV SUPERTICKET FOR JUST s3s!!
f)each Volleyball,
Redeemable during

.• • ta,•"-": Wed. 3.116

, Cont-e sts & Prizes!.

.3~.s
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Part,1 of2 of the indi~'s
Park Ave CDs Jr.: Top 25 for
the week of Feb. 20 - ·26
1.ToriAmos
The Beekeeper
2. Various Artists
Atticus: Dragging the Lake 3

E

3. Gym Cass Heroes
Papercut Chronicles

4. Iron &Wine
The Woman King

5.Karate

.

In the Fishtank

6.Anberlin
Never Take Friendship Seriously

7. Greyscale
Thin Line Between Good...

8. Hidden in Plain View
Life in Dreaming

WORST
COVERS

·

9.Aesop Rock
Fast Cars, Danger, Fire and Knives

10. Loved Ones

R

Counting down the top 20
worst cover songs of all
'. time, with extra smarm
ith Gwen Stefani crappily covering
her way up the charts, we thought
it would be a good time to count
down the 20 worst cover songs of all time.
_ Gwen didn't make the list, but rest assured,
• these choices are just as putrid. Here~s 10 of
them; pick us up next week for the other 10.

W

Loved Ones

Fiona Apple~ Aaoss the Universe

· 11. Go,dfinger
Disconnection Notice

12. 3 Doors Down
Seventeen Days

13.lnterpol
Evil

14. Bright Eyes
I'm Wide Awake, It's Morning

15. Bright Eyes
Digital Ash in a Digital Um

16. Frankenreiter/Johnson
Some Live Songs

'

17.Ludaais
Red Light District

18.Killers
Hot Fuss

19.Pepper
KonaTown

20. Kings of Leon
Aha Shake Heartbreak

21.AmiorforSleep ·
What to do When You Are Dead
22. Postal Service
We Wlll Become Silhouettes

23.John Legend
Get Lifted

24. Chemical Brothers
Push the Button

25. Ed Harcourt
Str~n~ers

And you thought that Mark David Chap. man did a disservice to John Lennon Fiona
Apple's remake of the Fab Four ·classic is a lifeles5 dirge of musical Valium that would be
best put to use in torturing political prisoners
for information For some reason, Ms. Apple
felt that it would improve the vi'be of the song
if she refused to fully open her mouth and
enunciate (it didn't; she sounds like a lobotomy survivor). I decided to listen to this abomination again to remind myself how awful it
was, but I couldn't ljust ... couldn't

.

COURTESY RCA

~vril Lavigne made chop suey out of a System of a Down rult dassic. Her cover is one of this week's 1OCrimes against music.

.organ debacle! There showd be Constitution- go bang/Let's go bang/I wanna. .." You wanna
-NICHOLAS MARKOVICH al Amendments against this kind of s***. Guns what? Don't leave the audience in suspense
·'n' Roses should put aside. their differences like that, Hewitt!) in 1995 decided that she was
and reunite to dump J~ll-0 on her head. ready to tackle "Me and Bobby McGee" in
·· Vanessa Carlton - Paint it Btack
Mmmmm
... Jell-0. · ·
2002. Take a moment to process that, sit down
Initial re;iction to hearing this song. ''Holy
-NICHOLAS MARKOVICH and recovei: The result is every bit as noxious
Mother of God, Vanessa Carlton is coyering
as it sourids. Her mutilation of this song
The Stones?_Hide the children! Run for your ·
almost certainly violates the Eighth Amendlives!" Did illlYOne know that she was plan- Guns 'n' Roses-Ain't It Fun
Once upon a time, there was a wonderful,' ment In Hewitt's claws, the ~ic loses all
ning on massacring one of their darkest ditties? Certainly someone would have stopped dynamic rock group known as Guns n' Roses. the nuances that made the song great in the,
_ her if she had made these intentions clear. It's They rocked .They rolled They kicked ass. first place, when she rips it apart and makes it
jmpossible to even describe the song itselt Then, oblivious to the hwidreds of Behind the ahriost ... perky. Janis Joplin is still rolling
because 30 seconds after it started- once the Music-~le tragedies iri rock music ·historf, around in her grave thanks to this one.
- DIANNA ZISMAN
realization that lt was Vanessa Carlton and not they got rich, obnoxious, drugged-out and stuMick Jagger singing set in - the overwhelm- pid In 1994, they released The Spaghetti Inciing mge to attack her with a large, blunt object dent, an 'album consisting of covers ranging Whitney Houston - I Will Always Love You
The sound of this song is hideous, which is
took hold and the rest of the song was a blur. from old Motown to punk rock to Charles
· ·
-DIANNA ZISMAN Manson It blew in every sense of the word. a µiust for a list like this, but what really makes
Axl arid company turn '~t It Fun,'' a nihilis- the song awful is its barely disguised agenda:
tic punk ~ic from The Dead Boys, into a . "Whitney Uber Alles." Meaning that, cop.trary
Sheryl Crow.- Sweet Child O' Mine ·
. Lap.ce Armstrong has overcome lung, fa; bloated, bar band exercise. There's a spe- to the reference to love in the title, La Whitney's performance has absolutely nothing to
brain, and testicular cancer to win six Tour de cial circle of Hell ~ting for you, AxL
-NICHOLAS MARKOVICH do with tenderness and respect for the partFrance championships. His suffering pales in
ner and.everything to do with how wonderful
comparison to the aural agony unleashed by
'
Whitney -is. After all, it's never the love that's
his girlfriend when she positively butchered Jennifer Love Hewitt- Me and Bobby McGee
one of the greatest power ballads in hard rock
The "talent'' who brought the world ''Let's stressed, it's always ~e ''L'' Who loves you?
history. For God's sake, Slash's legendary gui- Go Bang'' (choice lyrics include, "Let's go
tar solo has been replaced by a homble violin- banl0 wanna go bang/Let's gob~ wanna
PLEASE Su. FEEL ON i7
.4
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CD REVIEWS

Check - Memorable songs: what? Oh,
damn.
It .may be 2005, but members of Judas
Priest are still rockin' like .it's 1985. The original lineup comes together agalli for a new
studio release, Angel of Retribution. It is the
first Priest album to feature singer Rob Halford on lead screams since 1990's Painkiller.
The album opens with ''Judas Rising," a
blend of guitar sofos a-flying, ,screams apiercing and enough metal bravado to assure
Priest fans everywhere that the band is back.
Lead 'single ''Revolution," starts with a guttural, Black Sabbath-like guitar dirge, slightfy
rocking on toward a lackluster chorus. Rob
Halford's voice is undeniably still as powerful
today as it was in the early 1¢80s. The lyrics
are typical Priest/metal fare - songs about
the devil, death, heavy metal and the token

song abOut a love lost.
But will Priest fans, or any metal fan for
·
that matter, be blown away?
It's · doubtful. Make no mistake, most
Priest fans will have a lot of fun with this
record They'll bang their head, pump their
fists high and feel all the glory that only heavy
metal can give. But after the last song,
''Lochness" (clocking in at over 13 minutes),
ends, they'll be hard pressed to·remember
very much about the new album
On the whole, the songs fall ·flat and miss
their marks in terms of reaching new ground
for the band or heavy metal as a g~nre. Priest
follows the old metal formula, matching
pounCting drumS and 'bass with eqtial parts
screaming and ripping guitar - but what it
lacks is the original fire and spirit that gave
their older songs such power. Fans will miss
the anthem-rocking flavor. Ifs as though the
band members are merely going through the

motions ill a last ditch effort to reclaim their
former throne. It may appease their die-hard
fans, but Angel ofRetribution won't likely win
them any new ones.
The song ''Worth Fighting For" holds a
glimmer of rememberable hope, as does the
only slow song (notexactly a ballad), '~L''
But even they fall short of the classic Priest
material that grabs at the flesh of any '80s
metal fan.
Unfortunately, the new Priest album adds
no new fury to your quest to show the world
just how ~etal you are.
So if you're already a fan, you will pz:obably buy this album. But don't expect it to
threaten your allegiance to British Steel or
Screaming For Vengeance. If this album signals the decllne of Judas Priest, then they're
going down scratching but nor necessarily
·kicking.
~ROB SOMERS

Ifyou're ope ofthe kids who regrets the fact
you didn't jump ~n the Postal Service bandwagon back when Give Up .was released in
early 2003, fear not Here is your chance to
redeem yourself With poppy beats and inlove/out-of-love lyrics, Stars' Set YourselfonJiire
will have you dancing in your chair bythe time
the second track ev:en begins.
· With the blending of male and female voices on several of the songs, Stars definitely has
the feel of Mates of State, had it more instruments and an amaiing synth machine.
Amy Milan and Torquil Campbell compliment the record with romantic melodies,
while the rest ofthe bind actually makes the
record ·more amazing than the lyrics with
Set Yourselfon Fire strings,"
chum.machines and evena well-placed
Genre: indie-p~p Frenchhom
Label: Arts &Crafts
Surprising l~ lyrically affectionate (it was
Release date: March 8 - actually possible) than its sophomore release
Heart, Set Yourself on Fire is richer and more
polished This band is definitely getting tighter

withits music as it moves on, while most bands
tend to tan apart. The members do, however,
have plenty of experience. Milan, Torquil and
Evan Cranley are all in the ever-expanding
ensemble band Broken social:Scene, which
haS~releasing~ since 2001
Set YourselfanJiire starts up with ''Your Ex.Lover is Dead," with the voice of Toi:quil's 82year-old father boldly proclaiming, ''When
there is nothing else to burn,.you must set
yourselfon fire." Airy strings and Toi:quil's light
whisperyvoice start it oft: and after another set
of strings, Milan comes in for one of the best
duets on the album.
Most follow-up releases to albums of the
over-affectionate Heart's stature are riddled
with guilt ofwhat lovers should have done, but
this song proudly announces that 'Tm not
sorry I met you/I'm not sorry it's over/I'm not
sorry there's nothing· to save." Bold lyrics for a
band that won critical acclaim in 2003 for a
song ~ed ''Elevator Love Letta"

After the first track, the synth kicks in and
the dance party begins. One of the highlights
of the albtim is ''What rm Trying to Say"
which starts out choppy-lyric, old-school synthesizer style a la.The Postal Service. Soon the
duet begins, and·the most sappy, drippy love
song takes over. Complete with lone piano
and soft horns in the middle, ''What rm Trying to Say" will most likely be on the mix tape
you make your crush in a few months (hopefully).
There are few albums that really capture
the butterflies and the skipped heartbeats of
new crushes and blossoming love, you lmow,
before it all blows up in your face and turns
smn: Stars capture ~ feelings and deliver
them lovingly in a neatly wrapped package.
Filled with glitter. Most likely sealed with akiss.
But hurry, grab this album and their two
previous releases and start saying you liked
them before they were on MI'Y.·

Screeching vocals: check - Seating guitar sol<>S: check - Double-bass drumming:

JUDAS PRIEST
Age ofRetribution
Genre: heavy metal
Label: Sony
Release date: March 1

STARS

-.-SARA STOCK

Feel like making love?Not.if you·hear.Kid Rock's rendition of the song
FROM i6

. Whitney loves you. Whitney is your everything. Do not anger the Whitney or she will
smite ye down. Never forget that The final
insult supplied by this abomination is that it
has virtually wiped out any memory . .of
Dolly Parton's lovely, diaphanous original.
-DIANNAZISMAN

Kid Rock- Feel like Making Love
How can the loveable scamp lmown as
Kid Rock ever go wrong? Anyone? AnYone?
Bueller? Okay, now that everyone is
stumped, here is the answer: by doing a
cover song of Bad Company's "Feel like
Making Love." So let's recap here: a. hip
hop/rock/col:llltry artist doing a cover of a
Song by a classic rock band Let it settle in.
Has blood gushed out of your ears yet? It
, was bad enough that Kid Rock sampled

Metallica's "Sad But True," but this is a new
lo:w for the kid What adds the extra creepy
factor is that you know he's singing it about
Pamela Anderson So bad artist, doing a bad
cover, with a. creepy factor equals a
headach~ from even thinking about it - RICKY SURILLO

Lenny Kravitz-American Woman

.

Let me start by saying that rm biased on
·,this one because I can't f***ing stand Lenny
Kravitz. This guy oozes cheese like a Philly
Steak sandwich. He has been pilfering Led
Zeppelin, Bob ~ley and Sly an~ the Family Stone for years - at l~ with this song
he is admittedly stealing from an act with
more talent. The musical vomit spewed
forth on this track achieves none of the
gn}ove or gallop of the Canadian rockers'
original. Kravitz goes for funky/sexy and

misses the boat by a mile. He should call up
the Guess Who right now and apologize
("Hey, guys. Guess who ruined ~ur song? I
DIDJ").
- NICHOLAS MARKOVICH

gne. singing? Avril Lavigne making inarticulate grunting noises.
-DIANNAZISMAN

Limp Bizkit- Behind Blue Eyes

Apparently .it wasn't good enough for·
Limp Bizkit to butcher just one song. Oh no,
- Noimally, with a cover this horrendous, they had to take a stab and mutilate a classic.
the wise advice would be to avoid it at all This time it wasn't a George Michael song
costs. This time, however, it's recommended but a tune from a band they should have
that you seek out Lavjgne's take on System. never even thought of touching - The
of a Down's "Chop Suey!" just to see how Who. As if the Limp Bizkit rendition wasn't
bad a song can be. Ifs unintentionally hilari- bad enough, frontman Fred Durst got the
ous, actually. During the parts that ate meant brilliant idea that he should cast Halle Berry
to be yelled, she often appears to give up and in the video for it so he can have an awk·doesn't even bother trying to say the words. wardly long make-out session If limp BizkShe just makes noises (''Wake up! Gabba it singing a The Who song doesn't make you
labba put a little make-v.p! Marba leeba akee vomit, seeing Fred Durst swapping spit with
abee a table! Yeeba abba marba barba Halle Berry sure will.
roaaaaaar!"). Whafs worse than Avril Lavi-RICKY SURIUD

Avril Lavigne-Chop Suey!

Cross line·at
own risk

The good old days

Opposite-sex fpendship
can can lead to doom

Eniulators can bring back the glory days of gaming
Mexican Day of the .Dead dolls, problem entirely by letGrim Fandango oozed style and ele- ting gamers capture the
exact second of gamegance.
oday's games take too damn
DOSBox
allows
modem play that they're~
long to play for many college machines running Wmdows XP to enemies killed, player
students. Who has time to play games designed for th~ old health and even the
log in 80 hours into the latest Fmal command line void that existed exact location of everyFantasy when they're cramming for prior to the world domination ofthe thing.
With most emulators
midterms? Older PC games used to Wmdows 6perating system. But
give players the freedom to start video game emulators have been ~employing save states,
games that once required
and stop whenever they wished around for ages.
Even longer games could }?e broken
These days, gamers can easily .being played entirely in
down into several brief gameplay find emulators to play any major one sitting caii be broken
sessions when providing the option gaming platform from Colecovision into riiinutes of gameplay.
Now what's your excuse
to save anytime and anywhere.
to PlayStation on their home PCs.
Back in the '80s an:d early '90s, Some coders have also taken on the for never beating Super
adventure games placed gamers in challenge of conv~ existing PC Mario Bros.?
unique, interactive worlds that emulators to run on 01HER game
invited exploration and dialogue, as consoles. It can be·someWhat surreopposed to juSt shooting everything al to play eight-bit NES games on
that moves. And while many mod- · Sega's 128-bit Dreamcast.
em games seem to take themselves
Almost all emulators have
too seriously, aqventure games a feature which makes playing
· we~n't afraid to be funny.
· games for a few minutes at a
Games like the Monkey Island time easier than ever: save
series and the Space Quest series states. Most modem console
combined epic heroics such as bat- games employ predeter::tling both sea and space pirates with mined spots where gamers
humor revolving around pirate can record their current
jokes and Star Wcm references.
progress and return to the
Grim Fandango, one of the most same point at a later time.
critically acclaimed adventures, folTl}e problem is that the
lowed the quest of deceased travel distance between these
agent Manny Calavera as he unrav- save points is often tpo far
eled a conspiracy which shafted for gamers to reliably
goodpeopleoutoftheirtraintickets play for a short time and
to heaven. Combining film noir grit make progress. Save
with character design straight out of. ·states elimiriate this

IVANVELEZ

NICHOLAS MARKOVICH ·

Staff Writer

StaffWritl!r
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COURTESY LUCAS ARTS INTERACTIVE

MANNO A MARKO . ,

A friendly retort to Mr.. ~arkovich
MARILYN MANNO
Staff Writer ·

S

o I did something naughty.
.
Since this column is new to Nick
aild me, we haven't really gotten
into a groove yet. Do we write about the
same thing? Do we comment on each
other's th0ughts?
Well, this week Mt: Marko managed to
send me his article a few days early, and
unfortunately for him, mine is always in
about a minute before deadline. What does
this mean? Well, umm basically I get to
comm~nt all I want about his thoughts, and
since I am currently in the proc~ of wijting .my column, he won't have the same

luxury. Can you see my devil horns starting whether or not their sense of humor, kindness, or sexy ass can outweigh it
to form?
All right Marko, let me start by butter. Readers: If you're reading mine first,
stop, read his, and then come back to this ing you up. You are by far one of the most
eloquent and witty individuals that ever
sentence.
But before I rip NiclCs column apart and put their fingers to the keyboard, but this
he subsequently comes over to give me a week's column begged the question ...
·
noogie, let me say that I think that friend- ''What the F?"
What the hell are you talking about,
ship is so important_ when it comes to
forming a relationship. I'm not saying that Nick? What about your first coll.1Illn? "Go
every friendship should become romantic, out and seek love!" you shouted with articbut if it feels right, go for it What aie you . ulate passion. What happened to, ~'The
so afraid of? Ifyou're scared that you might pain.of rejection or loss pales considerabfy .
see an annoying side of your friend, then to the lingering sting of regret''~ "Greatlet me allay your fears. They have one. I
ness is rarely achieved without risk."
promise, and no amount of hesitation will
erase that What you have to figure out is
PLEASE SEE THE ON i12

eople will never fail to surprise
you. Just when ybu think you
know your good friend backward
and forward, you happen to get romanti- ·
cally involved with her. Dr. Jeckyll and
Ms. Hyde ... as iii "run and hide." This
girl that we'll call Alex (Fatal Attraction
reference) has morphed from a caring ·~

and highly valued friend to a bad soap
opera character. rm not kidding. I sleep
with the light.on now.
You know the whole "don't ruin the
friendship by dating'' spiel? Yeah, I never
bought it either. I still don't How about
"don't ruin the friendship by acting like
you're 15 and letting your insecurities get
the better of your' I do~'t believe that
romance is a threat to friendship; immaturity, unfair expectations and a lack of honesty, however, will bring things to a quick
and ugly ending. The line is there. There's
a point in every girl/guy relationship
when the line is formed It's impossible to
pinpoint exactly when it fomiS, but it's
inevitable. FRIENDLY COLUMNIST .
WARNING: CROSS THIS LINE AT
YOUR OWN RISK!
·Evaluate the other person beforehand
She might make an ideal friend, but put on
your boyfriend hat for a minute. See any
red flags? Knife collection? Too much talk
of ex-boyfriends? No talk of ex-boyfriends
because they've all "gone missing,'' most
likely hanging our together in the depths
of Lake Okeechobee?
.
You go home and tell your buddies
about your fun, string-free hook-up. She
goes out and buys Modem Bride. Forget
losing a friendship~ you may lose your
genitals. Everybody needs tp be on the
same page here. Don't assume anything.
''What are you expecting out of this?'~ may
prevent later questions such as ''Where
are you keeping my family?'' ·
Where am I going with all of this? I
don't know. Don't dip your pen in friendly
ink. But since we, as men, want to ·get with
every woman (or woman-esque creature/doll/hole in the bed) on the planet,
here's the answer: don't be friends with
the.opposite sex.
Why bother? 1bat's what your buddies
are for. Today's workplace is all about specialization and expertise. Make your
social life no exception. Your guy friends
head up the "Drinking/Sports/fV'' division. The opposite sex is especially
PLEASE SEE

BEWARE ON i12
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Comedian
Dorks,. dorks everywhere stands up
Cosplayers abound
· at Megacon
to hurdles
·T
A
2005

ANDREW LEGGETT

BRANDON BIELICH

Staff Writer

· Staff Writer

vertible army of geeks, dorks
and anime freaks took to the
Orange County Convention
Center last Friday through Sunday for
Megacon, an anime-sci-fi-all-thingsgeekyfest
The indie sent writer Andrew Leggett
on a quest to document the insanity. To
preserve your mind from the abject
madness, here's an excerpt from his journal: .

With the convention winding down, I
made my way over to the final event for
the day, the Anime Contest Flashing my
press pass, I was escorted to the front of
the room and seated withthe other press
membei's, Witch Hunter Robin and Dr.
Girlfriend, who's manly voice yet cleanly
shaven legs both bewildered and~
me.
I was assured by my fellow press
members that this would be a great
event, which was presented by Anime
Sushi Being a Cosplay contest virgin, I
really "didn't know what to expect, but
when. the show started I realized that
despite all mi training, nothing could
have prepared me for this.
The conte~t began with the junior
division, in which I saw everything from
a 1-year-old dressed like Koenma from
Yu Yu Hakusho to a seemingly unhappy
girl forced to dress as a Digimon. How-·
ever, the star of this show
undoubtedly the 4-year-old Starfire, of Teen
Titans .fame, singing the show's theme
sang. The shy-yet-resilient young girl
sang her heart out, with the entire crowd.
joining in for the Teen Titans chorus.
After the awards were given and the
children ushered·offstage, it was time for .
the "adults," if that's what you call them
Here, many ofthose seen in the entrance
made th~ir reappearance, along with a
slew of others that ranged from amazing
to shocking to scantily clad angel babes,
who may or may not have been lesbians.
Fan favorites like Inuyashia and Ranma
were all there, aS well as some lesser
_ known individqals like Canti from FLCL
(whose costume won best technical
achievement) and "infected S:f.A.RS.
member from Resident Evit" who proceeded to bleed his 'F-Vrrus all over the
stage. The contest was kept tlowing by
the Paul Reubens look-alike announcer
and his crew of "stage ninj~" of whom .
we were-told did not exist.. After about
two holJ!S ofwatching some ofthe single

o many people at UCF~ he may only be
known as ''the 'caller ID' guy who opened for
Dane Cook and was actually pretty funny."
. But to L.A. and the comedy -WOrld,.he's Jay Davis.
Unbeknownst to many, this highly energetic, spikyhaired comedian keeps a busy Schedule.
He produces two shows a week every Tuesday
and Wednesday night in Hollywood, Cali£ He plays
The Comedy Store every Friday. And every day in

between, he toms with Dane Cook
· Davis also hosts The New Dublins Hollywood
.Comedy Show, which has featured comedians
Cook, Dave Chappelle, Alldrew Dice Clay, Jamie
Kennedy, Darrell Hammond and Pablo Francisco,
just to name a few.
Indeed, there are many things you don't know
· about this Fla. native, originally from Delray Beach.
I was able to chill with Davis minutes before he
went on to a sold-out UCF crowd He later contacted me by phone to ansW'er some questions.
BB: How would you rate the UCF performance?

JD: Ah nian, it was awesome. Everybody was so

cool and respectful You know, being an opener,
normally people are there to see the headliner and
stufE But everybody gave me. a lot of respect and
seemed to have a really good time with me. The
setup was awesome; between the screens, and the
sound and the lights,. it just was fantastic. It was a
great way to end a seven-day tow:
BB: Have you always wanted to be a comedian?
How did you get into the business?
JD: Stand-up comedy is something I used to do
with my family at family functions, and I didn't even
realize I was doing comedy. My cousins used to
play instruments and I would get up and impersonate mY family m~ and tell about stories and
situations in my life, and my family would be in hysterics.
It 'Y3S something in my heart that I always knew
I was going to do, but I think fear had held me back
a long time. When I originally ]IlOVed to Hollywood, I moved [there] to become an actor. Deep
down inside, it was like comedy was sometbiDg I
always wanted to do. I just felt fate that one day I
would become a stand-up comedian. I never actually studied comedians [until I got into comedy]
because I wanted to fmd who f was as a comic and
. come from an honest place. ·

was

BB: How did you become a prcxiucer?

BRANDON HARDIN I THE INDIE

Clockwise from top: Beware the killer robots! If they don't get you, odd are the stormtroopers will. They were out in
force at Megacon. King Arthur and his faithful Patsy galloped along, while Master Chief is acddently revealed.

weirdest people in existence, the contest
came to ari end. Awards were given,
speeches were made and the a~ditorium

cleared It was the perfect end to a very
strange day, which will most likely ~unt
my night:mareS for years to come.

JD: I was managing a bar in Hollywood, which a
lot of celebrities would hang out, one being Dave
Chappelle. And I became buddies with Dave there
and told~ I wanted to Pe a comedian, and he's
like "you just gotta get on stage and do it" Well, I
PlfkE SEE
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It may not be Fringe thne yet, but that doesn't stop the·Central Florida
theatre connnunity from. born.barding us with plays· over_the next week
They're as varied as Neil Shnon, vaginas and all of Wester~ civilization..

Romantic Comedy is playing Friday through March
Becauset
is short for ''vagina"
Last year Victim Services presented a fantastic pro- 20, with a half-price sneak preview tonight. The Studio live stage sh
duction of The ·Vagina Monologues as its annual Theatre·also offers student discount. For tickets or tion on thisl
ates a corm
California Suite:
_
,
wrn;nen's history play. However, this year's play, My more information, call 407-927-?043.
share a laug\
The Helen Stairs Theatre in Sanford has come a 'gina, is an even more original move for the UCF camselves."
long way since its opetPng in the 1920s, now produc- · pus. It is completely student-produced. The show was The Summoning of Everyman:
So come
Written by UCF student Ayla Harrison and is also run
Mad Cow Theatre presents ·The Sunim.Oning of
ing popular shows like Neil Simon's .Cal.ifomia Suite.
As with many of Simon's plays, this is a hilarious by students. _
.·
Everyman. A contrast to the other shows in Mad Cow's have a great~
My 'gina follows a 1950s housewife, Rose, making season, Everyman is a late medieval play that deals tonight thm
slapstick comedy piece that will do anything for a
Theatre box
laugh. Cal.ifonua Suite follows four different stories of dinner for her husband throughout the entire show. with the inevitability of death.
couples visiting from various cities and. cultures. The Meanwhile, characters of different decades and attiThe main character,.Everyman, embarks on a joursections present, couples from New York, Philadel- tudes pass through Rose's kitchen,·and tell her ~eir ney to the grave and must try to bring one of his Westem-CIVi~
Orlando I
personal stories.
acquaintances with him. All of the characters reprep~ London or Chicago.
· It is. perfect for "a good laugh," commented actress . · My 'gina is considered more than just a feminist sent moral qualities, like Strength, Knowledge and its first fulli
Christina Jones.
·
play. Everyone can relate to the journey of self-discov- Good Deeds. The play shows that everyone must professio~
So come out to
Helen Stairs Theatre to see this ery that the inain character is forced to take.
eventually square accounts with God and themselves. ships with ti
side-splitting Neil Simon show. Cal.ifomia Suite is playMy 'gina is playing at 8 p.m Wednesday, March 10
There is no denying that Everyman is a strong val and Semi
ing Friday through March 6 and March 11-13. For tick- and March 11 in the UCF Theatr~ black box (stage 2). morality play that speaks of the afterlife. However, in · ularly collab
ets, call the box office at 407-321-Slll. And get ready to Tickets will be sold at the door for $5, and all the pro- modem productions it has a more universal appeal, . artists to eno
laugh!
·
Theyaree
ceeds will go to the Victim Services Assistance fund
because it shows a man coming to terms with his own
'
death. Ifs sure to be a unique and thoughtful experi~ ilization: The!
Man 1, Bank 0:
Rom~ritic Co.medy:
.
ence.
musical Tuel
In the nationally touring solo·show Man 1, Bank 0,
tory in lOOn
If two playwrights click, collaborate and spend
Th~ Summoning of Everyman is playing tonight
actor Patrick Combs brings us the true story of the every moment togethei; shouldn't they be able to fall through March 27. For tickets or more information, call cheek style;
most famous banking prank in.history. A man gets a in love? Find out at the Studio Theatre.
·
the Mad Cow box office at 407-297-8788. ·
condensed]
$95 thousand fake check in the mail and decides to
their most wt.
The Jester Theatre Company brings Bernard
deposit it!
Slade's Romantic Comedy to the_stage at The Studio .. The Trickeries of Scapin: .
plete Works'
Could this actually work? Find out how at the King Theatre in downtown Orlando. The show follows a
UCF ~onservatory · Theatre is presenting The (abridged). 0
Center for the Perfornling Arts.
man who meets his new writing pai:tner on his wed- Trickeries of Scapin, opening tonight at the Orlando "FromV~
Man 1; Bank 0 was recently presented by ~ in ding day. Over a 14-year period, the ·two become RepertoryTheatre~
. from.BeowuM
the 2004 U.S. Comedy Arts Festival and has received attracted to one another but just can't seem to get
Scapin follows two sons who have both married ry will nev
.rave reviews around the country. The show is "hilari- together.
·
against their father'~ wishes. All the characters strive to There is no
ous and amazing," commented Orlando City Beat.
Romantic Comedy is a "great chance to see a classic fix the situation by tricking others and sneaking show will d
_ The Orlando Sentinel also called it:"edge of your seaf' sitcom writer's work come to the'stage," said manager around - everyone.gets fooled
riot..
entertainment.
·
Diana Hopkins.
.The show is in the·style of commedia dell'arte, a
Western
Manl, Bank 0 iS playing Tuesday through March l3
~Bernard Slade has written television shows like The
genre that director Chris Niess compared to sketch will be perf()l
at the King Center in Melbourne. For tickets and direc- Flying Nun and The Partridge Family. He has a quirky comedy show like SNL or Mad TV. It is broadly used TupperwaJ.1
tions, call the King Center box office at 321-242-2219.
style that makes this show ''really cute," Hopkins said in modem sitcoms.
Loch Havell'I
If you love comedy, keep your ears open to The
"So much of what you are ·exposed to as contem- through ~
My'gina:
Jester Theatre Company. Their motto states that porary- comedy has its roots in this style," Niess said more info~
March is Women's History Month, so celebrate by· theyre "dedicated to explore, create, and produce, '~t's one Of the most precise styles of acting you can ets; call the
going to see My 'gina at the UCF Theatre. Yes, "gina" comedy in all its art form5."
· at 407-328-2g
attempt."

TIFFANY FORD

Staff Writer.

tlie

~in is a rehearsed,

Ii, it is a .unique variami. Niess commented, ''It crepiity in which people feel free to
it conventions, at others and at ourD

the Orlando Repertory Theatre to

~ The IHckeries ofScapin is playing
~ Mirch 13. For tickets, aafl ·the UCF

ftice at 407-823-1500.
~n:

lea.tre Project (OTP) is producing
~ musical! OTP is a non-profit
leater company that has partnerPrlando/UCF Shakespeare Festille Community College. OTP regrates with students and theater
1rage·education and exploration.
iited to be showing Western Giv~mplete Musical as their first full
how covers a millennium ofhisuteS, with a very tongue-ine writers have twisted and
ory, just as they did with
known pi~ The Com1William Shakespeare
lt>'s ·web site claims,
to astronauts and
)Baywatch, histobe the same!"
~ubt that the·
jnitely be a

~

~ilization!
~in the
~eatre in
-ttonight
20. For
nor fortick!P box office

.
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The DIY success of Jay Davis
FROM

i9

thought to myself, 'if I'm
gonna do comedy, probably no one's gonna book
me because no one knows
who I am.' But I had ~n
in the nightclub and- proftOtions business for
awhile; I had a lot of phone
numbers and contacts here So
I thought, why not go to a bar, take
over the upstairs of this bar and
build my own stage. If rm gonna
be an entertainer, I better start
entertaining people. I built the
stage [and it became Dublins]. I
ran into Dave Chappelle again ... ,
Chappelle was the first celebrity
that came down to my room. Of
course, I packed the place out;
Dave went out on stage and killed
BB: And that's where
you met Dane Cook?
JD: Because
of
Chappelle, the
word

.

,.

. di

e·

~rn_ a-9.~oos. the~

The indie now has full ~ccess to the Future's archives, so each week
we're bringing you an old editoric:µ cartoon. Check out this one from
Sept. 15, 1991. The Central Florida Future: Your source for documenting the Ii:;e and fall of Co~unism.

the night]. He kept saying, "Just
give me -seven minutes." Then
other comics said I ought to put .
this Dane COQ.k. up because he's
really funny. Alonzo Bodden
[from Last Comic Standing] said
he'd take seven minutes off his set
to fit Dane. So finally I put Dane
· up and within30 seconds, rm witnessing the best comedian I've
ever seen. [He came back next
week] and next thing ,you know,
Dane and I are doing comedy
together on a :regular basis.

'CAN ~ Sr;t.t.0..kl- ir: . .

1ttt SOvicr
UNiON ..
I\

BB:

Is there any chance of a
CD or something 3Iong those
lines in the future?
JD: Absoluteiy. I would say ifs
at least a year away. Right now,
in the protess of building all-new
matei'ial [and getting a full hour of
material]. rm only fwe years into·
the game; Dane's 15 years into the
game. I'm really dedicated and
passionate about the art of standup comedy. I'm not gonna put
. crap out there; rd rather wait two
years and come out with a solid,
hardcore comeW album that people are gonna run to the store to

rm

.~

l Lik&~l
ak. &

~l ~CC\. ••

bro. get the

~fat

bf rdiie ra\'.x:o\! 1

.

assn. It's

AWESOME-I I

dude, I kn~w. All the cool.est
brotbtHS get ths ..f8t ass .. 8nd
8

oold one.

_buy.

Vzsit
http;//www.

JayDavisgot
out on·
the
street
amongst
other
comedians.
Other
·comics, one being Dane Cook,
came to the room and said '~I
wanna do your room." I didn't
even know who Dane was at the
time [becalise I never watched
co:m,edy] and I actually-told him
·''no" [because was filled up for

r

COURTESYWWWJAYDAVISCOMEDY.COM

Comedy.com
for
more
inforpiation.
Ifyou're ever in
LA drop him a
line for some
free tickets. Got
aMySpace acoount? Check
him oLJ! and add him as yourfriend
to get the latest news & updates.
Be sure to check the indie next
-. week for an exclusive interview
with last month's headliner himself,
Dane Cook.

man, I love life I beer,
chicks, and I ctm say ..f8i

Life is just going to keep

on getting better 8nd better
for us, bro. AWESOMEI J

10 YEAHS LATER...

..fat ass•

.

'Beware the underbelly
of the pretty rock'
FROM

i8

equipped for things that your
male friends can't do; as the CEO
of You Incorporated, assign
them to the one area that they
are uniquely qualified for. Don't
uSe up friend spots with girls.
Open communication will be
the common refrain as long as I

am writing this column. Good
times can go bad,-lust can turn to
jealousy and friendship can fall
to dust. Beware of the underbelly of th~ pretty rock. And, oh
yeah, if she starts discu5sing
baby names the next morningmove far away. And don't say
that I didn't warn you. 'fread
carefully and happy hunting.
-

.

The battle .
of the sex
columnistsFROM

i8

Since when did you change
into this woman-hating, cynical
episode of The Man Show, frat boy
who would rather cut off his
hood then let a girl in? You made
me hate myself just for~ a girl

man-

I almost broke up with myse1£
Ah, but you overlooked one
thing, Adam Corolla, I'm your
friend. In all your finely tuned ramblings about how men should run
for the hills when faced with the
prospect of a female friend you
forgot that your associate is, in fact,
a woman, and you, .have been
known to share a cup of coffee and
some conversation with her on
occasion.
But don't inind me, I'll ju$t
scurry along back to my desk in
the "No Pants Dance" Department
and stic~ gum underneath my

.

chair as I thumb up my nose at the
idea that I should be confined to
this cubicle of male servitude.
''Beware the underbelly of ~e
pretty rock?" Listen Buddha, I
know you mean well, but telling
guys that their independence is in
jeopardy should they come in contact with -s omeone who cares for
them is just silly. You know you
don't really mean that. I miss the
old Nick. He was a little mushy, but
he made a lot of sense.
Well, now that I think abOut it,
we are kind of a sneaky gender,
aren't we? (wink wink)
•

MOVIES

See Pacino-and DeNiro
when they were.relevant
Heat: Special Edition reissues Michael Mann's
_classic cop movie ~th a disc of extra features
ing armored car robbery to the climactic,
ear-shatteririg machine gun shootout ill
downtown Los Angeles. These scenes are
ertain directors have subjects given ·their weight and power by Mann's
which they show special favor to. choice to focus primarily on characte~ Martin Scorsese has New York. no character is included in the film simply
Steven Spielberg has The Flint- to be more cannon fodder. ·
stones. And Michael Mann has cops and
Mann's greatest directorial achieverobbers.
ment of Heat, however, is his ability to ·
Even back in his early, sun-soaked, pas- turn LA. into a character. Though the city
tel days as producer of Miami Vice, Mann has been used in an innumerable number
has showed a special knack for portraY!ng of films, its lack of histofy . and urban
the drama of the struggle between law sprawl makes.the city feel quite 4ickluster
enforcers and law breaker$. After (see Constantine for most recent eviresearching and working with the subject dence). Mann's L.A., however, is a vibrant,
of crime for more than 20 years, l\:fann living environment bathed in blues and
released his magnum opus Heat in 1995.
yellows. Last year's Collateral further
Heat is one of those movies virtwilly proved that no one shoots Southern Caliimpossible to describe in terms. of plot fornia better than Mann.
alone, and any possible description fails to
Of course, Mann's direction and writdo justice to the actua1 material.~~ Paci- ing aren't the film's only assets. Heat is a
no plays a driven cop who is pursuing an veritable who's who of great actors and
elite team of thieves led by Robert DeN"rro character actors. Aside from Pacino and
and he must stop them blah blah blah ... " DeNiro, the film also features Val Kilmer,
It's a deceptively simple, even formulaic, Tom Sizemore, Jon Voight, Dennis Haysplot that nowhere near.-hints at the epic bert, Ted Levine, Natalie Portman;
Mykelti Wtllliinison, Hank Azaria, Danny
size of the story.
Fundamentally, the film is as much Trej9 and Bud·cort. It's easily one of the
about human relationships, both profes- best ensemble casts ever assembled.
Of course, every great movie deserves
sional ari.d romantic, as it is about crime.
At the center of these .relationships is the at least two go-arounds at the DVD'
duality of Vmcent Hanna (Pacino) and trough, and Warner Bros. decided it was
Neil McCauley '(DeNiro). Both men are_ Heat's turn. The new special features for
middle-aged, world-weary professionals the two-disc set include feature-length
equally committed to.their careers - they commentary by Michael Mann, five 20just happen to operate on opposite sides minute d0cumentaries about the making ·
of the law. But somehow that doesn't mat.:: of the film and theatrical trailers. Also, the ·
ter. They are able to respect ea~ other .
cover js shin~
even enough to have coffee together·in a
Mann isn't one of Hollywood's most ,
famous scene that marked the first time prolific directors, but he is one of it's best
Pacino and DeN"rro shared a scene in any known, thanks in no small part to Heat.
Time will only tell ifMann will surpass his
movie.
.
Of course, jl)U can't have a heist film masterpiece with his next movie, a film
based on human drama alone. Heat is full adaptation of Miami Vice.
· Hint: He won't.
Robert DeNiro walks softly but carries a big assault rifle in Michael Mann's superb
of great action moments, from the open, 1995 film Heat.

MATT HEDGECOCK
Staff Writer
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Man of the House ge~s only _two cheers

BOX OFFICE
U.S. movie revenues for Feb.25-27 All dollar figures in millions
RANK· FILM- WEEKEND GROSS
GROSS TO DATE •WEEKS IN RELEASE• SQ!EENS

I-

1.Diary of a Mad Black Woman- $21.9
$21.9• Three weeks• 1,483
2. Hitch- $20A
$121.4 ·Three weeks· 3,571
3.'Constantine- $12.0
$51.0 •Two weeks· 3,006 ·
4.Cursed- $9.6
$9.6 • One week • 2,805
S. Man of the ttouse- $8.9
$8.9 •One week· 2,422
6. Million Dollar Baby- $7.3
$64.9•11weeks·2,125
7. Because of Winn-Dixie- $6.8
$22.3• Two weeks· 3,188

8.Are We There Yet?- $4.1
$76.S • Six weeks • 2,242
9.Son Of the Mask-$3.8
$14.0 •Two weeks• 2,966
10. The Aviator- $3.7
·6·11 weeks•l,579 SOURCE: AP

COURTESY SONY PICTURES

MOVIE TIMES

REGAL WATERFORD LAKES
541 N. AlAFAYA TRAIL,407-9n:1107

Are We There Yet? (PG)
12:10 3:00 7:20

The Aviator (PG-13)
12:008-lO

Be Cool (PCi-13)
12:201:001:30.3:10 3:504:30 7:007:308:1010:00
10-3011:3012:50a

Because ofWinn-Dixie (PG)
12:20 3:207:3010-10

The Boogeyman (PG-13)
9:4012:20a

Constantine (R)
12:00 4:00 6:50 7:409:5010:4012:50a
~ursed (PG-13)

12:40 3:20 7:109'3010-.5012:40a

Diary of a Mad Black Woman (PG-13)
12:101:20 3:104:10 7:108:009:5010:4012:30a

Hit<h (PG-13) 12:301:001:30 3:404:10 4:40 6:50 7:408:0010:00
10-3012:50a

The Jacket (R)
1:204:207:2010:1012:40a

-~truE.SfE~MOVIE JIMES ON ill
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Tommy Lee Jones mounts a mascot, and we're supposed to think it's part of his job? He's enjoying it way too much.

Hey hey! Rah Rah Rah! Let's gooooooo to see Tqmmy Lee Jones lose credibility!
coinmitting a murder.
. from Jones that can unlock a
Sub-plots are all over the deposit box full of money. The
place, bringing too much food to . .Irey W:,IS given to Jones by a bank
prod!!ct of Revolution the table and leaving one chok- robber (played by Booger from
Studios, Man ofthe House . ing on fried chicken while trying Revenge ofthe Nerds) whose plan
will surprise you by to chase it down with mashed was foiled by Jones hi another
being an e11;t~rtaining movie. It's potatoes, mixed vegetables and case alt9gether. Confusing? Well,
·
actually·watchable, if you don't pumpkin pie. It all ends being it gets worse.
mind horrible plots.
spit back up in a messy mixture
The. whole plot iS pretty of predictable cliches.
Sub-plot3:
ridiGUlous, and it's best to go in
· The cheerleaders help Jones
by thinking, "Don't try fo make Sub-plotl:
become more "in touch'' with his
sense out of a movie:'
·Sharpe's tough career, and feelings so that he can reconcile
Tommy Lee Jc;mes plays the cold and calculating temper- with his daughter.
Roland Sharpe, a tough and grit- ment that come along with it,
ty Texas Ranger, sort of a cross· keep him from getting close Sub-plot4:
between Clint Eastwood and with his daughter, and makes it
Jo11es talks with a teacher
Robert Duvall's character in almost impossible to be intimate about one of the cheerleader's
Apocalypse Now, who has trou- with another woman after his · grades, and ·they hit it off. The
ble expressing his emotiollS with divorce.
cheerleader who Jones is trying
other people. He is _assigned by
to help also wants to get with
Ermie Lee, the drill sergeant in Sub-plot 2:.
~which is pretty creepy.
Full Metal Jacket, to protect five
The killer the cheerleaders
Texas Longhorns cheerleaders · saw turns out to be a Federal (SPOILERS AHEAD)
from a killer the girls witnessed Agent that needs to get a key
The ending is about as com-

JOSH STRASSNER
Staff Writer

A

.

'

mon as it gets. The Fed kidnaps
Jones' daughter in order to get
the key· for the deposit box.
Knowing this, the cheerleaders
band together and come up
with a plan to catch the Fed that
goes horribly wrong, but they
end up catching him almost
Scooby-Doo-style when all the
wrong moves aie righted by the
criminal's own actions. Jones
ends up solving the case, reconciling with his daughter, marty~
ing the teacher and walking
away with a newfound respect
for cheerleading.
What salvages the movie
from being a disaster is the fact
that there are a lot of good actors
in it. Not to mention that there's
anal fisting and bestiality-within
the first five minutes of the
movie; plus fun with copious
amounts of poop. The cheerleaders are really hot too.

.t

Commercial horror's doWnward
·spiral started with Scream in 1996

The first Star Wars Episode Ill stills

,

•

COURTESY 20TH CENTURY FOX

LucasFilm and 20th Century Fox just released the first stills from Episode I/I-Revenge of
the Sith. Here, a wookie wants to give you a big hug. With daws.

Wes Craven, right, ~ars in and directs the masturbatory Wes

COURTESY NEW LINE CINEMA

c;aven's New Nightmare, which helped start the ironic, self-conscious wave of horror.

-Self-reflexive in-jokes and hip irony have replaced genuine fright
PAUL HAYNES
Staff Writer

T

he release of Scream in 1996 was fairly lowprofile, The movie's pox-t>ffice take ori its
.. opening weekend was minimal (just ~der
$6.5 million), but the fanfare grew and after a surprising longevity, the movie closed with over $100
million in U.S. gross and had initiated a change in
dll:ection for the horror genre in mainstream cine-

ma.
'
As with films like Jaws, Star Wars and Pulp Fiction, the film itself is good, but its impact has been

negative. While horror is the most cinematic of
genres, .it's the genre whose reputation seems to
have suffered the most, and indeed, the genre that
has seen some of the sleaziest and cheapest productions. The very properties that allow horror to
be so purely cinematic - namely, disposal or neglect of narrative c,anventions, favoring the use of
sequences, events and suggestion to create mood
and a sense of dread - are the properties that
make most bad horror films bad If you .were reading the Cliffs Notes for Jacques Tourneur's The
Leopard' Man, John Carpenter~s Halloween and
Sean S...Cunningham's Friday the 13th, you would
not_ be able to distinguish what makes the first two
films great examples of.the genre and the latter
;:

film one of the shabbiest. But as Orson Welles told
us, the camera should be an eye in the head of a
poet, and while Tourneur was ·a poet, Carpenter
and Cunningham ate mere enthusiasts, one of
whom has a.gift and the other of whom does not.
Horror films have come 'to us in waves, in periods, from the German expressionistic horror of
the 1920s, to the brooding Universal haunted
house and monster films of the '30s and'40s, to the
campy Hammer horror of the '50s, the psychedelic horror of the '60s, the supernatural horror of the
70s and themad slasher films of the 'BOs. While it's
Halloween that started the most recent of those
trends, it's the hip irony of the '90s and Wes
Craven's ostensible restlessness with his own
genre's conventions (he's. an innovator, and this
restlessness and tendency for self-reflexivity was
already evident with The New Nightmare) have
ushered in yet another wave of horror presently
co-existing with (and luckily, being eclipsed by) M
Night Shyamalan's own gimmick-driven brand of
genre film.
.,
Craven'S New Teen Horror film is predicated
on irony arid deconstruction of genre cliches, signposted in other films by characters commenting
on their own predicaments· and maintaining 31}
PLEASE SEE
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BRETT RYAN BONOWICZ

Staff Writer
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o Million Dollar Baby won both Best Picture and Best Director at the Oscars on Sunday. Sunday, Feb. 27, 2005, one of the crappiest days of my life. Truth be .known,MdlionDollar
Baby Winning was nowhere near the low point of ·
my day, but it capped it off miserably.
.l started the day by hanging out with Person X.
Person X has a boyfriend. Though she has cheat~ on hllµ, and he doesn't care if she has sex with
other people, they say they still love one another. I
·h ad been pursuing Person X for a few weeks
when on Sunday things came to a h~d I professed my feelings for her. She laid down the
speech of love· for her boyfriend She cried. I
almost cried.
I can think of no other tragedy greater than losing faith in a person. At that moment, after all
those moments, she had let me down. She liad
lied, she had led and she had manip$ted the
whole way through anything I ever had with her.
Then my phone rang. It was her boyfriend. A
rather unintimidating fellow, Person X's
Boyfriend decided to berate me for my behavior
· COURTESY DIMENSION FILMS
and for emotionally toiling with his woman. I tried
ChristiQa Ricci and Jesse Eisenberg, of Roger.Dodger fame, star in Wes (raven's mindless teenybopper horror flick Cursed. You'd be best to Roger dodge this film.
to inform him that this was not the· first time she
had done this to someone, and that she had cheated on him several times, but he didn't care. I was
the one in the wrong. To quote American Beauty,
''Never underestimate the power of denial''
.
I decide4 to put on a movie to make myself feel
bettei: I ch0se to watch selected scenes from Eternal Sunshine ofthe Spotless Mmd, a perfect movie
dealing with all facets of relationships. I was
MIKE FERRARO
.in high school arid have werewolf skills, you just became
Staff Writer
struck by the sad beauty of everything in the
the coolest person in school. Whatever sport you tackle,
movie and the world for that matter -that everyyou, will automatically become the all-star. Actually, if
thing is darkly comical with the right perspective
repare, if you will, to take a mental trip back to the Cursed had a character surfmg on top of a moving van, it
And so after the debacle.that was, I left for my
would have been more enjoyable.
worst cinema experience you ever.took part in.
.
friend's
Oscar party. An intimate gathering of
This film was written by Kevin Willianison, and for him,Not like that tinie when you were in a theater and
friends, a nice quiet atlliosphere with which to
some annoying sphincter was on his/her phone the whole this must not have been too much of a challenge. All he had
soak in thelove of my favorite past time: the cih~
time or some idiots brought in their screaming baby; we are to do was fmd a leftover script from the series he helped
ma The awards began and I heard a familiar tone
talking about what ac:tually appears on that mammoth create (Dawson's Creek) and add some werew~lves into the
- I had a text message ... from Person X. It read:
screen in front of you. A film experience so wretched and ' mix. .
''I am sorry that I led you on ... but that doesn't
superfluous, you'll" never forget it. Like when you saw
Wes Craven's lackluster direction follows the "direct-tomake
me a whore!" I had never called her any
George Lucas' Star Wars Episode II: Attack ·o f the Clones, a video" playbook step-by-step.- Nothing inspiring, ~r even
such name.
dream-shattering film proving that all the magic of the Star interesting, is execute,d on screen. This isn't the type of
A few minutes later, Morgan Freeman won
~ars universe was gone, murdered by a bearded man wear.: · work you'd expect from tlie man who gave us Last House on
Best
Supporting Actor for Million Dollar Baby. Ifs
the Left or A Nightmare on Elm Street. Like John Garpenter
mg flannel.
·
.
not that I didn't like Mzllwn Dollar Baby. I did It
While not as disappointing as Clones, Wes Craven's lat- before him (another great horror director of the late '70s .
just wasn't best picture of the yeai:
est werewolf picture, Cursed, is a movie so bad that the indie and early '80s), all his originality and creativity stayed
IT The Aviator had just won, it would have reset
should think about changing its rating scale to incitide behind in those decades, l~aving the audience with simply
my entire day. The whole thing would have lev"zero star" reviews.
a name.
eled to zero had Aviator just won Director and
After a car accident sends a girl and her automobile =
And what is with this PG-13 business? Remember when
Picture. I can't begin to descnbe how surreal the
down the side of a hill, a brother and sister duo (Christina horror.films were rated R? Audience members don't go to
moment was when Eastwood stole those trophies
Ricci and Jesse Eisenberg) rush to the resc~e. As they films like this because we ~ant to see plot, acting or even
from the hands ofthe actual good movie My heart
attempt to pull the girl from the rubble, some sort of vis- good dialogue. We want to see people's heads explode. We
and soul had been crushed beyond repair.
cous creature attacks them. The next morning they discov- want guts and glory, not facial shots.
I ran a bunch of stop signs on the way home
er th~t they are different somehow: "cooler,'' ifyou will. The
We here at the indie als<;> feel the need to apologize to'our
from my friend's house, hoping to get pulled over.
brother changes from a geek to a metro-sexual ladies man, fme readers. By the time you read this review, Cursed will
No such luck. I guess once I started planning for
and his sister adapts to a new, sexier look, changing over have already cursed ~he Earth for a solid week. So to those
crappy crap to· happen, God saw I was in on the
from her pl~ executive-looking self.
of you who have already seen it, please accept our apologies
joke and futzed with someone else for a while.
If 1985's Teen Wolf taught us anything, it's that if you are for not getting this warning out to you last week.

See Cursed if you're cr~vin'- bad Craven .
;

JNhen your closest coinparison is-Teen Wolf, that's neve~ good
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.With satire replacing horror, the genr~ is in need of new life
FROM i15

ironic distance from the genre of the film
in'which they are appearing. The ultimate
punishment for their doing so, however, is
their demise; the film itself ultimately
proves God over the characters. In the
end, the movie itself is a game, and it's not
truly frightening because you know it
wasn't being played for keeps.
This was fun in Scream, and if it had
ended there, we·could an smile and get on
with our day, but unfortunately, this new
cancer that bas eroded. the horror genre .is
perhaps the worst yet, because it contradicts everything on which the genre is
. predicated, and transforms horror ~to
satire. As can be said for the gorehounds
· that got off on the pornographically
detailed slasher films of two decades ago,

admirers of this new wave of horror films again, .with occasi~nal cheeky Monster
have forgotten completely what the hor- Mashes like Van Helsing, r~lying upon
ror genre is about. In a way, it's like laugh- basic premises and gimmicks. Unfortuter as a defense to ward off fright; it's nately, what's retained from the New Teen
Horror fiasco initiated by Scream is a
whistling in the dark
· What's more amusing is how, with its glossy, soulless slickness that leaves most
two sequels, Scream ultimately became of_these films no scarier or creepier than a
tour· through Walt Disney World's Haunt_pr~ely what it was satirizing, and by the
erid of the serieS: it was no longer aware of ed House ride. Van Helsing makes a good
it. In a series that was always playing by its case study for the genre's current bankown rules; those rules too became cliches. : ruptcy ·of 'imagination: the genre is still
So mµch so that the Wayans Brothers saw recycling old icons, not yet evidencing a
fit to lampoon a lampoon with therr Scary renewed imagination or vigor. Horror
Movie films, which have now moved films are popular again, but if they contin- .
beyond the Scream series onto gimmick- ue on this path, it's doubtful they'll remain
motivated pictures -like The Ring (the popular for much longer, and we'il have to
Scary Movie films have become like MAD rely on the independent breed of film-·
maker ·(or international filmmakers like
Magazine entries).
COURTESY DIMENSION FILMS
Dario Argento and Takashi Miike) to Scream's daring innovations; like killing off the star in the
In~- way, we've nearly come full-circle.
Horror films are slowly beconiing sincere b~eathe some life into this walking corpse. opening scene, don't seem so fresh after all the copycats.
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Son of~ Mask (PG}
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REGAL WINTER PARK
510 N.ORl.ANOO AVE,40Hi28-0355
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12:25 4:05 7:55 11 :35

Be Cool (PG-13)
12:451:203:55 4:25 7:10 7:50
.10:1010:40

Because of Wm-Dixie (PG}
12:152:505:258:0010:30

BeingJuia (R}
12:00 2:40 5:15 7:45 10'.25

12:10 2:45 5:208:0510-35

Man of the House (PG-13)
11:Soa2:254:S07:251o:os 12:3oa

M1lr100 Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:554:007:0510:15

The Pacifier (PG}

Bride Br Prejuclce (PG-13)

ll:SSa 1:00 2:20 3:25 4:45 5:50
7:20 &20 9'.SO 10:40 12:1 Sa

12:35 3:356:409:1512.1l0a

Pooh\ Heffalump Movie (G}

Constantine (R}
1:405:008:1511:30

Cursed (PG-13)
12.'052:304:557:159'3512:0Sa

Diary of a Mad Black Woman
(PG-13)
1:30 3:204:306:507:309:4010-10

ll:Soa 1:50 3:50 5:45

Sideways (R}
12:50 3:45 6:55 9:45

Son of the Mask (PG}
12:40

The Wedding Date (PG-13)
7:4010:0012:2Da

12:3Qa

Finding Neverland (PG}

. LOEWS UNIVERSAL CINEPLEX

1:15 4:106:459'.2511:55

5150 INTERNATIONAL DRivE,407-3543374

- Hitch (PG-13)
12:30 3:30 7:00 9:55

Hotel Rwanda (PG-13)
12:203:406:409'3012:2Sa

The Jacket (R}

Be Cool (PG-13)
1:25 4:006:409'1012:00a

. BeCause ofWmn-Dixie (PG}
12:30 2:50 5:15 7:35

Boogeyman (PG-13)
6:559:05

Constantine (R}
1:204:05 6:459'.2510:0012:0Sa
12:3Sa

Cursed (PG-13)
12:402:555:106:307:308:509'50
11:1012:1oa

Diary of a Mad Black Woman
(PG-13)
12:451:40 3:204:25 5:55 7:05 8:30
9:45 11:05 12:2Da

Hide and Seek (R}
10:0512:1Sa

Hitch (PG-13)
1:001:45 3:304:15 6:05 6:508:45
9'3012:1Da

The Jacket (R}
1:35 3:556:258:5511:25

Man of~ House (PG-13)
1:504:10

Million Dollar Baby (PG-13)
12:40 3:25 6:209:1011 :SS

Mou6n Rouge (PG-13)

12:00a

The Pacifier (PG}
1:30 3:35 5:458:0010:1512:3Da
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ENZIAN CINEMA CAFE
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Cyberpunks wave of the future Boycott
When will virtual i~ality become the riew-reality for us?.
ELIZABET~
Staff Writer

and ones can magically ~
into glorious networks that con-·
:.
nect continents and planets.- I
omputers sure are excit- know some things about them,
ing, aren't they?._They in a general sense, but to think
have everything anyone . of the specifics is a dizzying·
could ever want right at your prospect. It bends the mind into
fingertips, from granny porn to crazy places.
astrophysics and everything in
If only I was a cyberpunk.
between. They are godlike; allI wouldn't want to be a hackknowing and all seeing. Very e~ mind you. The life of a hackfew know how they actually ~ trapped in front ofa computwork, the reasons why zeros e~ accessing files and coding for .

FERNANDEZ

C

hours on end, has a lackluster
feeling to it The screen is just
·too cold and impersonal, a window into a world you can never
really touch.
The cyberpunks, however,
they can get inside it In movies
atleast Or in the future. I have
no idea how loilg it would take
for present day technology to
reach the cyberpunk visions
portrayed in Ghost in the Shell
·or The Matrix, but I want to-live

long enough to see humans .

gain the ability to enter the virtual world_~ completely that
outside reality ceases to exist.
And I'm not talking about the
MMORPGs like Everquest and
Neverwinter Nights, though
they can seem like that to the
addicts. I lost a good roommate
to the embrace of Neverwinter
Nights. Before long, he only
PLEASE SEE

SEE ON i19

CRAZED INDIE ROBOT

So go~d, you have to sh~e
Cursed is a film
so awesome it ·
must be spread!
DIANNA ZISMAN
Staff Writer

S

ometimes, a movie·
comes along that is so
awesome that, once you ·
see it, you want to go around
reenacting it for friends and
family so that everyone can
"experience its awesomeness
for themselves. Cursed is· that
movie. This family-friendly
fluff-horror film. was almost
too awesome to stand So, as a
favor to you, beloved readers,
- ··rd like to present a superduper condensed summary of
the film. Why spend your
money at the movies when you
dm experience its awesomeness here for free? Now,. be
warned: there are spoilers here,
but only in the sense that I
reveal the entire plot and ending. So, enjoy!

COURTESY DIMENSION FILMS

going to die. It will be very
painfQI.
Shannon Elizabeth: Bummer.

Portia De Rossi: Please,
please, please don't let
Arrested Development be
cancelled.
Shannon Elizabeth: Carnivals are fun!
Mya: My Wig itches.
Portia De ~ I'm a gypsy
,fortune teller. You're both

..

MEANWHILE!

werewolf?

Christina Ricci: It's lovely.
(pause)

Christina Ricci: I don't want
to lose you.

- Joshua Jackson: I don't want
ChristiDa Ricci: Hello there,
Joshua Jackson.
Joshua Jackson: Hello there,
Christina Ricci Do you like
my beard that is in no way a
giveaway si~ that I'm a
~-

· to lose you.
·
Christiria Ricci: Love is ni~e.
Joshua Jackson: I like wax
museums.

MEANWHILE!

Christina Ricci's Brother:
. Help! .I'm trapped in the
Xander subplot from that ·
werewolf episode of Buffy,
only with that really anrioying Jess guy from Gilmore

Girls.
Christina Ricci: Holy crap, we
just got bitten by a wolf.
PLEASE SEE

cut short

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

.
T

Staff Writer

o honor this year's Lifetime Achievement Recipient Sidney Lumet, I'll
quote a line from o~e of his immortal films, the gripping Network 'Tm mad as
hell and rm not going to take it anymore!"
That's right, me and my lack of self control decided to lift my Oscar boycott that I
had instituted after the Vera Drake-sized
abortion that wa5 last year's ceremony,
when those hobbits from New Zealand
swept up every award-stupid me. My anger
at this .year's ceremonies isn't nearly as visceral. But rm pissed just the same.
First, lets look at the changes. On a positive note, Chris Rock did a fine job as·host
Many of the jokes were clever, and his
opening monologue was as funny and wild
as could be expected froma TV-14 program
nmrting on a five-second delay. I don't think
he's the kind of host you'd want to bring
back more than once every five years,
because let's face it, the angry black guy
shtick gets old fast I want to see the old
guard (Billy, Whoop~ Steve) return, buf
fresher hosts should be mixed in too. The
different approach to handing out the
awards, with some winners not even getting up to the front_of the stage and some
nominees all standing on stage together,
was basically harmless. If that's what they
want to do, it's fine. It doesn't really hurt the
show overall.
What does hurt the show is how slick it's
Pec<>me. Under the helm -o f prcxlucer Gil
Cates, the Oscars are becoming a well-oiled
machine. They don't feel ·like the Oscars
anymore. Wmners are rushed off stage way
too quickly, and presenters quiver on stage
with nervousness. Why did ABC decide to
renew the contract for exclusively broad.. "
casting the ceremony if they're so eager to
rush it offthe airwaves? Ifl, the casual viewe~· am aware that the show is running'Iow
on time, then obviously someone is doing a
sloppy job. The simple .solution: Let the
shaw run longer.
Yes, you heard me. People always gripe
about the length -of the Oscars, saying it
makes Lawrence ofArabia feel like Pi.eces of
April, but really, you've got to think of it tlils · •
way: It's Hollywood's night to celebrate
themselves. Why does everything have to
be designed for ratings anyway? I want to
see the long speeclies, the elaborate musical numbers (without Beyonce), and a multitude of montages that would make even
They Parker proud That's what the Oscars
is supposed to be. You want flashy, quick
awards? Go to your MTV Awards, your

THE AWESOME ON i19

PL~E SEE

.

GIVE ON i19
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Ohthose sexy, sexy cheeseburgers
CHRISTOPHER SCHWARZ
Staff Writer

A

ll companies advertise.
Some use tactics that are
more annoying than oth. ers, but overall, a few are just plafu
strange. McDonald's, time and
time again, has put bizarre-ass
crap on my Internet. ~rom the
woefully misguided to the simply
nonsensical, enjoy this gallery of
McStupidity.
McDonald~ Asian Pacific Islander
Americans
http://www.i-am-asian.com

May is Asian Pacific Islander
Heritage Month, apparently. Who
could be. in a better position to
inform the world about cultural
diversify and Asian heritage than a
multinational corporate giant? On
this page, you can see various
Asian ·people eating cheeseburg-

ers, all to a groovy·remix of the
'Tm Lovin' It" theme. On the ''Fascinating Facts About McDonald's"
page, you'll learn how "The sun
never sets on The Golden Arches"
and "McDonald's opens a new
restaurant every-four hours:'

'Pound One' Wallpaper
http://app.mcdonards.com/usa/fun/
qpi/dqpc_1024x768.jpg

I

Lincoln Fry
http://lincolnfry.typepad.com/

http://www.livejoumal.com/users/m
iss_mcdonald/

This one is welld enough, but
surprisingly it isn't even the com-

pany's fault Here's a woman from
the Philippines who posts new
pictures of herself on her Livejoumal every week. It sounds like
normal camwhoring until you
fmd out that she's constantly
dressed up as a fetnale version of
Ronald McDonald. Perhaps she
was influenced by our first link.
Perhaps she's just _strange. Either
way, her entries have a hell of a lot
of comments from admirers and
heclders alike.
·
.·

The awesome end!
-

People's ·choices, your Spike
Video Game Awards. Let us tra-

REED SAXON /THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Director Sidney Lu met holds up the honorary
Oscar he received at the Academy Awards.

that could've come out of ~y
Hollywood sweatshop. If the
Razzies can choose the right (or
should I say wrong film) to honor
Catwoman, is it really so hard to
do the same for the little gold guy.
And the sad thing is, I can't
even threaten with a boycritt. You
know I'll be back next year, Oscar.
We've quite the abusive relationship. But ·we always share the
love.

FROM

i18

.·

escaped his computer long
. enough to get more beer and
ram.en noodle soup.
No, I am talking about actually
stepping inside the technology,
letting it surround your head so
that there are no barriers between
you and the screen, actually shattering the window into the cyberworld and stepping through into a
world so realistic you can't tell the
difference, and what is real and
what isn't real become irrelevant
That is the cyberpunk realjty of
.my dreams. I long for the day
when I can visit Europa, that stunning moon .of the planet Jupiter
that shines like a cracked crystal
marble .in the darkness, just by
plugging in, and have the experience be so real that should I actually visit the moon's icy surface, I
·· would not be able to tell the dif·; ference.
Me and cyberpunks would .
really get along. We're all eccentric, and I bet we all stand out a little in crowds. Plus, we all dress in
rather strange clothing and have a
tendency to be sarcastic..
Anyway, me and geeks<i all
, . stripes get along, so why \s hould
cyperpunks be any different?
. , They're just geeks of the future in
'· shiny clothes and ·goth makeup. I
wish I had the balls to wear shiny
clothes. Well, shinier then I nor-

change into wolves, as that
part isn't very clear, even
though this is a movie about
MEANWHILE!
werewolves, and it's been
pretty wolf-free.
Scott Baio: I'm Scott Baio.
Craig Kilborn: I'm Craig Kil- Ju<ty Greer: I'm Scott Baio's
publicist, and I'm pissed that
born
he got bumped from the
Scott Baio: I'm on your talk
Craig KQbom show, so I'm
show tonight
going to turn into a werewolf
Craig Kilborn: To promote
and eat Michael Rosenwhat, exactly?
baum! .
Scott Baio: I'm Scott Baio.
mally wear.
Michael Rosenbaum: Nuts.
They would realize what a
Scott Baio: Superbabii?s ruled!
MEANWHILE!
great asset I would be to their
Take that, Kilborn!
· ~ cyberpunk team. I would wear
Christina Ricci: Joshua Jack- That Annoying J~ Gtiy
my red glasses, a pair of platform
son, why did you break into From Gilmore Girls: I'm gay!
boots, and togetlier we would
my house in the middle of Christina Ricci: I"ll kill the
· · hack the hello out of the virtual
head werewolf!
~e night if not to display
world Evil robots and nightmare
your "clearly not a .were- Judy Greer: Agony, for I am
government institutions w°"-~ be
slain! (dies)
wolf" beard?
no
match for our superior hackJQshua
Jackson:
I'm
the
head
Joshua JackSon: I don't want
ing powers. Our cybernames
werewolf. see· my beard?
to lose you.
would be known throughout the
Christina Ricci: I don't want to Christina Ricci: Oh.
subcultures.
Joshua Jackson: I don't want
lose you.
Yet, I fear I will never be a
to lose you.
.
· Joshua Jackson: Well, goodcyberpunk. That's a thing of the
night
.
· Christina Ricci: I don't want to
youth culture, a form of technolose you.
logical rebellion against the conJoshua Jackson: I guess I'll kill
LATER ON!
straints of societal pressures. By
you and your brother now. .
the time such wonders come to
Joshua Jackson: My whole Christina Ricci: Or we'll kill
be, I shall be far too old to enjoy it
you instead (stabs)
world is crumbling as my
No one wants a grandmother
That
Annoying
J~
Guy
new wax museum opens! ·
dressed in shiny black vinyl. Well,
Christina Ricci: We need to From Gilmore Girls: ~'m gay!
except for the makers of the very
kill the· head werewolf, -or
pop~
~-porn Web .~Jies.
THE
(awesome)
END!
else we may or may not ever
FROM i18

FROM i18
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VISitors to ESPN in the past
Beginning with a multimillionfew months may have noticed a dollar Super Bowl ad, McDonald's
c!!_sturbing banner ad thatshowed, and Yahoo launched a promotion
in its first frame, a young man based around a fake stocy of a coulooking at a double cheeseburger. ple finding a French fry that looks·
In the next frame, it said, 'Td hit it." like Abraham Lincoln. It invaded
Ask anyone you like: 'Td-hit it!" the Internet as this fake blog,
indicates that you would like 'to where "Mike" and "LiZ" make
have sex with the object in ques- posts about their fry. Its posts .
tion Usually that object is a per:... explain that they disabled comson, but apparently McDonald's . ments because" ... neighbors read
doesn't discriminate. February this with their ki~!" Surely that is
must be burgersexual month, · the reason and not the hundreds
because right after we finished of posts bashing McDonalds and

Give us .o ur
five hours
of bloated
·spectacles
ditionalists have our five hours of
groan-inducing spectacle. We
only get it once a year, is this too
much too ask?
And one last thing: For the
love of Brooke Shields, give
Scorcese the freaking statue
already. You'd think with Boston
finally breaking its curse of over
foµr score, Hollywood's beloved
browed blowfISh could do the
.same. Granted, I wanted the only
nominated film that had something meaningful to say (Side.ways) to win, but man, I would've
taken The Aviator over Million
Dollar Baby any day. The latter
film is SeabiscUit. Ifthe horse was
a chick. And ended up in a coma.
It's .only fitting I referenced
Network at the beginning of this
column, sirice that film, like the
films this year, had the pl~ of
losing to a schmaltzy boxing film

mocking them for that one, they asking, "Is this real?" Finally,
began a campaign for the Double there's a link to LincolnFry.com, a
Q!.iarter Pounder that said, site linking to the Yahoo auction
''Pound one." You can download · where online-gambling site Goldcommemorative "pound one" en Palace Casino purchased the
wallpaper from the ''Funn section famous, inedible fry for $75,100.
McDonalds.com or directly
from the link above.
ADay in the Life of Miss McDonald

See whole
universe by
plugging in
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Tatcime Teah-ouse/Sake Lo_unge
223 West Fairbanks Avenue Winter Pork, FL 32789
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